es
Gnome
£RINIO
tee heim

overnment, private industry and
activists
e to figure out the best
way to dispose of nuclear waste.
:
Proposed storage facilities meet strong opposition
from people concerned about potential

A,

4

a

See

contamination.
Meanwhile, Humboldt County’s decommissioned
: reactor at the Humboldt Bay Power Plant in
Eureka still stores its own waste.
The Lumberjack investigates nuclear power and

aR

I

Sis

CO

how spent fuel rods are stored. The first in a threepart series on the issues that face the industry and

BES.
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a
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the environment.
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begin on page 19
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PHOTOS BY PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN

:

Peter Rigney, plant manager of the Humboldt Bay Power Plant in Eureka

3
Sti
~~

says he’s 90 confident in the building that houses the decommissioned

”

nuclear reactor, that in case of an earthquake it’s “the one piace | want to
be...” The reactor, which was shut down in 1976, was the first commercial
plent in the country when # was opened in 1963. Spent fuel rode are in a

;
4
4
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é

ent
facility.
pool at the
containm
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ANOTHER WORLD
HSU students and faculty

AINn’T NUTCRACKER
When

David Parsons Dance Co.

- takes the stage Oct. 28 at Van Duzer

returning
from almost one yeat
of travel, study and adventure
in South China.

—

a

be surprised by the powerful style of
ballet and the scantily clad dancers.

|

Py
4i
i
¢

—
Saicaeee nee
tm Hom the Redwood Curtain to Red Chine — Humboldt
County recognizes
Its sister region. Page4.

Community

13

li School voucher

ee

voters choose sides.

2617

4th Street, Eureka

Phone:

445°4480

Toxic Exposure
Tone Eapeire

_

Guinness on Draught
Octoberfest Ale
A strong, heavy, amber brew to warm October's chill

eele

e Order Wings - $3.50
Stout Pama $3.50/dozen

$2 Pints of Lost Coast Beers
Sunday-Thursday Nights

ie

__19

may have Seasonal Afflicted Disorder. Page 20.

Pale ¢ Amber ¢ Downtown Brown
Stout e Harvest Wheat

,

Coop

backyard. Page 19.
Wi Dogray sklesget youdown? You're notalone, but you

Currents
@ Emmylou

e+ Rargees - $3.50

te

i Nuclear power — how to bulld a reactor, just notin my

' 100 pounds of spicy hot Buffalo Wings

It’s even greater later!
10pm to Midnight —

the Coppinis sue for

Upaoe

Science

We're giving it away for FREE!
Monday-Friday ¢ 4p.m.-6p.m.

i

23

Harris drives her new Rambier to town.

Page 24.
@ Humboldt
County’s twisted spawn, “Dark Carnival”
comes back to haunt us. Page 26.

‘Sports

27

Track
star Denise Walkeris

out on top as she

toward
the tape. Page

poneninenpet

oreo

Saga

women's volleyball team rolis on. Page 29.

Opinion/ Editorial

31

@ Students can me tanger pap Manet See
Wilson does it again. Page 31.
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CORRECTION
eIn last week’s

issue, the location of the

‘Human Performance Lab was incorrectly
identified as Founders Hall instead of

Forbes Complex 124.
The Lumberjack regrets the error.

Pool ¢ Darts © Televised Sports
Absolutely Smoke Free
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Program immerses students innnew culture
@ Three students in the Chinese
_ Language and Culture Program went to
China last spring.
By Teresa Mite

Chinese cooking and Tai Che,

|

Cameron said the whole trip
was like a course in itself.
Jason Luther, a graduate stu-

Guangxi, South China,is like
a whole different world.
Atleast that is what three HSU
students
who participated
in the
Chinese
and Culture

dent who is wor
master’s degree in

“We have so much in this coun- |

a
“Spel Common, dae
ogy junior, was one of 12 students from HSU that went to
Guangxi in 1993.
“However open minded you
think you are, going to another

country makes you realizehow
much more there is out there,”

Cameron said.
Otherschools
with students

try that we take for granted that
people over there don’t have
and don’t
want but
in a sense we are just spoiled
rotten.”
“It’s such a different world
there,” said Zée HareLockwood, an
senior.
“No matter how experienced

gra inude: the Uni-

=
:

of

Studying abroad

University

-| the

cal

the university and introduce

arid culture,

Chinese history and politics,
Chinese economics and geography, Chinese art and poetry,

, Cameron said.

other
were

e,”* she said.
friends
and they

are.”

Luther, who traveled out of
the country for the first time,
said he enjoyed the foods of the
culture such as dog, cat, rat and
snake.

went to an island off the main-

Cameron
did noteat
s, she said, “You have

these

tobe there in ordertoappreciate
it. If you’re
about
it ina
newspaper
it sou reallygross
but when you’re there

land called Hainan, which
ee
asa “tropia

were paired u

' themto

students

at Guangxi University, such as

Along with the courses offered

Page 6

wen caieudanel eae
;
to familiarize
them wi

on
Cammean
and Luther said

had the opportunity to travel
around Guangxi.
They also

Chinese

the Third World.

experi-

Northern Iowa;
the Universi
of Wisconsin,
LaCrosse;
Wartburg College, Iowa; and
Santa
Rosa Junior College.

development

technology
program tries to help

you are, no matter how much
you've read, the experience

| many

ENGINEERING: The HSU
international

you
tothe extreme.”
=
Among their

participatingin |

versity

on his
said,

”

ot to check out
all the

hotspots of Guanga” Lather

used. to the whole cade

When they arrived atGuangxi

Legitiaetins criticize
proposal to increase
president compensation

for change from fees to tuition
™ The CSU Board of Trustees

es sadam
vsThate

proposed a 24 percent student fee
increase as part of its 1994-95 budget
hone interview from Long

ees toSane
selves
ahr
by 1996
Legislature
2
the California State
BE

bee

nape

coal

ne.

See

hed

) to

this

(of

students

higher” after

fe is reached,

"SCalfornians need tr
commit to thep!Psaid Wendy

the Master Plan,” said
students would pay faculty sala-

ries.

a nad teas dat pay

for

salaries.”
-Adler
said since 1990

Belding, HSU’s California

StateStudent Association rep-

ie

Committee, describes the roles

adlcaed uates and

nia, CSU and the California

of the University of Califor-

50 pect for gradual
A

as

$1,440 to $1,872 for graduate

The legislators questioned the board’s basis for the decision,

which was a survey conducted by the California Postsecondary

tie Prapeeeres sats Has Crane peg Sees ee aeceeeny.
keep the institution competitive wi comparable ones across the

students.

“Thisis thesecond year ofa
plan,” said Colleen

Bentley-Adler, media relachancellor's

demnblrmombars lide Sole, Sha Enien he ape
Richard Polanco, D-Los Angeles; wrote a letter to the
eant clestiine ketones

found the
salaryof an
an executive.
In the CSU
presidives wenn Scand to to paid Sh sae lower Gan that Af the

codaegrainains te d from

for

Students have not been the only ones who have criticized the

California State University Board of Trustees for its recommenda-

20 universitiesin
and outofthestateand

ies te

manager

By Frank Mina

CAMPUS EDITOR:

Education Committee.

$140 to $1,782 per year for

tions

Postsecondary. Education Committee
found CSU presidents are paid less than
other universities’ prammante.

arr

have had to find money

elsewhere.
That means student

@ A survey conducted by the California

tion to raise CSU
ts’ salaries and
ing
benefits.
Members of the
wrote letters of |
to the
board
their shock at the board’s decision.
’ Senators Tom
South San Francisco
and Art Torres,

there have been $2 million in
cuts to the CSU

uaa the requet, whieh
wer

plan
at

the costoe See

CamuseDTOR

.

is
.*

lone

By Frank Mina

:

See China, page 6

Trustees’ budget request asks

request.

—

the

in a tele-

Bentley-Adler
said the state's
cont of education is about $7500

nia shall be tuition-free
to all

See Fees,
page 12

nation,” the letter states.

yp oer
gaa
are questionable.

la

i

a

haa:

See Legislators,
page 12

—
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Professor gains insight from China connection
@ In 1991,Guangxi,
China became Humboldt
County's sister region.
By Amy Gitteleohn

COMBERIACK STAFF

The door to China is open a little bit

wider to HSU students and faculty now.

Humboldt County

has a sister— the

Guangxi province of southern China.
The
on relationship was established in 19 1
when a delegation of
five Humboldt
County residents traveled
to Guangxi’s capital,
Nanning — a trip
which snowballed into
an educational opportunity for many more
le.
Professor Tom Gage and
Larry Katich, who has
taught at HSU and in
Gage
China, were on the delegation. They worked
with officials of the Guangxi University in
Nanning to organize the yearly Chinese
Language and Culture Program for students. Gage also arranged
for two coll eagues
to teach at the university

that year, and

last year a group of
teachers taught
through the Guangxi education commission.
Gage himself returned twice to China,
@ Arcata has a sister city in Nicaragua.
Page 13.

once to teach a course on Faulkner at

strike up immediate friendships with the .

around vouch

Ssnaed these he did become familiar
with were “not much different than the

iedeot

people you'd meet here in Arcata.”

of the Chinese people

tots puree asd cooled

wt

said too often westerners
look at

leaders and generalize that

The Chinese
take a different approach
to education,
he said — some which
Americans would do well to emulate
and
others to avoid.
Instructors there are not “constantly
confronting classes,” he said, and they

onto the

le.

“I
it is unfortunate,” he said. “I
think that it’s to a aa ee benefit that
we are able to meet like people
in other
cultures.”
Being
able to do that in China is still a
novelty to Gage.
China has ev
in the world,”
or . “It’s got silks. It’s
got food. It’s
tiful china. And for years... allof
.. people have been trying to get
iat Clabes got ese tings And the
Chinese weren’t interested in peoplecoming in.”
The British, anxious to establish trade
for the coveted items, managed the first
penetration of that isolation 100 years
a
opium,Gage

aa

lanning lessons.
aie cen hana Chinese education

pn
is
a

to a past based on the impor| eladihations above all
aa ie said.
cally, passing difficult exams in eo
was the way to
become part of
ucracy. And
doing well on tests meant “to ape” the
most successful exam written.
- “So you had a genre of literature that
was based on someone’s
old bluebook exams,” he
said.
Though the tests in
Beijing were outlawed in
1911, the legacy remains.
“You find students
who are just motivated
by different principles than Americanstu-

.

“* addicting huge
chunks of the
tion
and fostering dependency, “they did to the
Chinese
what the Colombians are doing to the
Americans today,” Gage said.

Studying abroad

dents,” Gage said. “I found in teaching

With every

—

students a tremendous emphasis
. They are interested in
dens result, in the product, in the peree
ee
to the processor

social upheaval since then,

Gage said, the door to China has started
to close, only to open
again. But they
haven't kept out the buildings, private

en
val “the trappings of modereas and engaging in nity,” Gage said. “EachtripI’mastounded
some es oftisseasiiudess —
thatit’s
still the same place called China.”
Although Gage said it’s difficult to . China’srace
toward modernization
was

FRANK MINA
/ CAMPUS EDITOR

noticed by other members of the delegation. Joan Rainwater-Gish, of the North-

See Guangxi, page 4

fy

The HSU Multi-Cultural Center presents

The new Kiva Coffeehouse is the late-night alternative
for relaxation and study. Located in the Depot:
Sundays ¢ Free pool
Every other Tuesday ° Live Bluegrass
Wednesday ¢ Open Jazz Jam with the house band
* bring your instrument
Thursdays * Open mike poetry and fiction readings

‘| Kiva Coffeehouse is open Sun, ~ Thurs. 8.p.m. to midnight

The people
united...

will never be
defeated!

The premier HSU Town Meeting is scheduled for

Oct, 25. 3:30 ~ 5 p.m. in the Kate Buchanun Room.
This open meeting will give Pres. McCro
andne
other
faculty an opportunity
to discuss issues that are
important to us. Drop off topic ideas in the A.S. office.

CSSA needs letters of support for a bill

regarding gender equity in CSU athletics, The

A.S. offices
will mail or fax your letter
for you.

The A.S. Board of Finance agreed to reimburse the

bookstore $260 for bounced checks. These checks were
written by students for cash last year. wants
A,S.
to keep

bi

;

ilabl

The agendas for various meetings around campus will now

be posted in the A.S. Council Room. Come look for topics
of discussion
you need to know about.

Thursday Oct. 28th ° 6-9p.m.
The

Kate

Buchanan

Room,

HSU/x3367 or 3364 for info.

The Lumberjack

overlooked for tourism

2

west

“Chandra eal sb

coms
cee ate genes # degra-

vacation site comesat

the

e

, went

dren, he said. “It will be benefi- on the trip representing
small

ne

“Therateof tourismis becom.

oftheenvironment.

ingathreattotheenvironment,”

island of Fiji

gree in environmental studies

Thebestwaytochangethat,is

5 |

Guangxi: Students see difleveneee :
suai a
rao tara oo

Environmental issues
By hoy Oeeateotin
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he said. “People
are not consid-

to

find

a

“They tried tosell usontheir

shachan $06 prise ucts

them

producedinHumbokitCounty.

ours,”—
she sai

youth of N 4 ne Goel said he

Gage sald the rise of capital- is my

tiating with Chinese busines. of livin in China, though the
men to try to sell the county’s
ny

spite

the “tacky kinds of things from

cra

bu

material

eae

bead

ons

with the
the diversity

$6 ethade

mino Os

“It’s avery colorful
and exotic
China

to educate the children, sald ering the environmental side of Products eaciting, but not very from the west could be a det et te ial culteraate
Navin Chandra,
who came to it”
cael ts Vuln wae
ae
‘HSUfromthe Chandra
has a bachelor’s dewa ae ee end Mah ia
as
to earn rin

oa

yi master’s

de-

Augustandis
enrolled in

Scholarship program, which
covers his academic and living
30-unit
returnto

tional development technology

Fij .

ihn

schools.

level of envi-

a oa
questionnaire

cna

studies

present

,

i

tudying

‘

for

ON

Chandra

&
S

Cy

in planning curriculums in en-

;

determine

tenching in ip.

this spring and

Ministry of the Environmentor |

eee

the

5

_ He would like to work for the

program.

%

CUTS Start at $9.95wc:

expenses.
| Chandraplanstocompletethe

source engient’s interna-

uestionnaire

.

He wasawarded a $21,000 | PERMS Start at $35.95

scholarship from Rotary
International’s Ambassadorial

is working ona

—

Pacific at

Chandra
arrived
in
the environmental re-

neering d

ae

thinks the re- |
sultsveillbe
of his help.
sur-

lil

‘esa

educators that

—

to secondary

THE

P

LAZA
,

:

735

8TH

Haircuts, Perms, ee
Colors,
Facials, Waxings, Man a
:

826-1

Hair Care Products.

a

Ear-Piercing and.-. . Professiona

STREET

O59

on the environment is needed.

to the island.

“Fijiis
“We

.

Education
begins with thechil-

7

-”

very beautiful,” he said.
have to preserve that.”

complimentary
blueberry muffins
er champagne
10a.m.-2p.m.
Saturday & Sunday

ar
turing

Bon
Dally

ee s
Ce Weekda

Give music
on
Sundays
9:30a.m.-12:30p.m.

QS
me)
ae ret

#1 One Pancake, One Egg & a Small Cup of Fruit
#2 One Egg, Onc piece of Toast or Biscuit & Potatoes topped with Sour Cream and Green Oucan

Tuesday: Two Cheese Enchiladas served with Rice and Beans

Wednesday: Charbroiled Beef or Tofu Burger on a Whole Wheat Bun, served with Homemade French Fries
Thursday: Oriental Stir Fry served on a bed of Brown Rice

Friday: Spaghetti with Meatless Italian Sauce & Garlic Toast
X

860 10th Street, Arcata © 826-2133 © 7:30a.m. —3p.m. Puasdon-Sunian
a

ea

)

}
‘

more emphasis

school teachers whenhe returns

,

:

a week!

.
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First-world program pushes to solve Third World problems
@ The international development .

tems, which
estry SS

estry with agriculture, aquacul-

technology program aids students in
finding alternative forms of engineering.
Le

students in one HSU master’s
program
are
aoe
tseers
when
are abroad.
he interna-

ment technol
was

tal

og
that

Studying abroad —

de-

Peter

Lehman and Bob Gearheart.

Recent

_by students

include anin
bined tree

tion
of comand

ture in China, development of
energy

in

the

Ukraine and purification of

water in South America.

co ielereaiel in planting trees
in the area, which was stripped
_of
of the natural vegetation long
—
most

dents also take several courses
in other d
ts that com-

said one of *
uctive questions

wand eo le was what types of
seedlings
they had purchased in
the last five

have occurred in

initiative anda deep interest in

the
when
first-world

other countries.
Claralynn Nunamaker
fits that
profile well. The self
China-phile,” worked
for room
and board while she researched
agro-forestry
in China last year.
ops
abmomlog

From the
@ survey, she
,» | cametothree

impractical

tried to help
those of the
Third World.
“We're

more

veloped by engi-neering Professors

practices.
the people to be

Ihara said students who succeed in the
have alot of

on

projects

agriculture.
Stu-

about their
She

pliment their research.

about d
t. Studentsare
t to avoid the environmen-

countries have

tional develop-

alternative

and

courses students
take aren’t just

ternative energy i idopebes
aa

ture or animal
of medicinal Seemiea

Instructor Dan Ihara said the

From farming projects to al-

explores
tion of for-

con-

cerned with
environmental impactsand with
—
le development,” Ihara
sai
Tothatend, the Program high
lights small-scale projectsan
the need for the participation _
the community.
Ihara teaches an introductory
course on environmental sys-

at

ay
a

ollege

a surveyin nine
of Linan.
Back at
, Nunamaker is
working on her thesis, which is
based on the
b

ficing
colleetive

Nunamaker
trees for timber than

cae
the indi-

“aaapesriaeelnenrve
put

‘in the coun’

som
are ent

income, the
e
cone, in Pee

economic returns provided by

She questioned members of
200 households— 10

Oe

vith wee abeeiielity
90 percent Chinese Fir, is the

creation of a monoculture in
though
the plantof norte
trees hashelped

ee soil erosion, their lack of
diversity
opens the door to dis-

ease,

said.

Nunamaker
is still consider-

ing what recommendations to

make but she said cai
ae
which involve
should inchiale & Varhiiy OF ape.
cies.

e In each
Hf Village the
up
prac-

lo

in the Zheng
meee

o ihe reat

fruit trees, nut trees and medicinal crops than timber trees.

t of

the village’s 2,000 people —

She planson

ings with the Chinese

her find-

Academy, officials
of Linan and
the World Bank. Nunamaker is
also w
ees s dein forestry
is using

ane of theveceianineaaapasity
thesis
for that
She said
like her own
are
t because
to embark on
without con-

sulting those they will affectis

a

China: Students say trip was like going to another world
© Continued from page 3
the foods
eat.”
Luther said when he got back
he realized how healthy the
le in China are and how
ittle fat they have in their diet

compared to man
ple in
America.
Poa
“Exercise
there isa way of
life,”
Cameron said.

In addition to their daily exercise, Luther said the manual labor there is unbelievable. “The

men drag carts through the
streets full of rebar.
have
‘that we wouldn’t
orse do nowadays.”
Students going to Guangxi
were told not to get politically
involved, Hare-Lockwood said.

from Santa Cruz This Saturday Oct. 23rd at 8pm
Kate Buchanan Room in U.C.

Blu

Werld

Forest

Rainforest

“The biggest part of going on
this pr
is you are a guest
there.
re’s a relationship.
There’s a mutual respect,” she
said.
“Once you give over your independence
to themand let them
be your host then they take really good care of you.”

Cate :e

Benefit
Dance
and Direct Action education

ychadelic reggae

gram was $2,995 when shewent

in 1993 and for the 1994 program the fee is $3,295. Financial
aid is available.
For the 1994 program, the
course of study at Guangxi
Uni“It's a lesson in self-control
.. .vversity will last 100-days.-Stuand patience,” she said.
dents participating in the
_ Cameron said the program is gram are soauliedt to take 12
15 hours of courses.

Local Acoustic 4,

Week

students fill out evaluations
when they finish the program.
She said the cost of the pro-

Chowderhead*=

at 10:15

local original rock

anerwor

Hsu says:over

18 yrs. or student |.D.

$3 or $1 for those dressed as Endangered Species

The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and

Don’t

accessories
on the Northcoast.

Limit Yourself

Because

*Salt & freshwater
tackle
Rod blanks & building components
Fly fishing tackle & Accessories Rod & reel repair
Fly tying tools & materials

of

World-wide
fishing adventures Books, T-shirts, videos & more
*Guide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northem Calif. rivers
815 J Street, Arcata (behind
the Co-op)
822-8331
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vide a base water treatment system for
the area.
He said that organizations
bring sysie Ge eae
for the economy and

By Frank Mina

area.

Se

calculators
and an Apple computer.
“The concept is still the same. It’sjust a
matter of ma’
the technology
with
the community,”
he said.
“The
allows
the user to deal

Water has always
been a scarce resource
in the Middle East, but with the

help of four professors and a student that
could all
Robert Gear

, an HSU environ-

mental resources engineering

was a pe Fagor ook

eee

“Humboldt
State
Team” that designed

a computer

whish allow! the wser
to develop a waste

water treatment sys_

for a particular

The
Humboldt
State Team included
environmental resources
engineering
Professors
Gearheart, Brad Finney, Mac McKee,
Charles Chamberlin and environmental
resources
graduate students
Wartella

“ie oe

and Jeff Anderson.

e team worked with the U.S. State
ea
and was contracted by the
U.S. Agency for International Development to design a water treatment proGearheart said the program was basically the sameas the dissertation
he wrote
25 years
He
fo nakd ten madea similar
model using

d a water treatment

‘system without outside help, he said.
“The resultis an indigenous program,”
Gearheart said.

stead of

cease

profile of acommunity
and design
a system dependent on the information entered into the program.
“The system could be designed with
whatever they have there,” Gearheart
said. “With this program they are able to
do it by themselves and know what kind
of things they need.”
McKee said the data from Humboldt
County was not appropriate for the types
of uses the Middle East engineers would
be using the program for.
“Take the Gaza Strip, for instance,”
McKee said. “There are 800,000 people
there and zero feet of sewages
That’s an area with the population of San
Francisco with no sewage treatment system.”
He said it would take $1 billion
to pro-

"McKee said, “They looked at the head-

lines the same way as the Americans did.
They said, That’s what's
there.
We have a job to do here.”
ve 10a eure tare
ting over oil over the
past 10, 20
been bad,” McKee
said, “You haven't seen anything until
we start
low on water.”
hina of water is one of the Key

this and see if an idea

“Most things aren’t done for the good
of thecommunity,”
Gearheart said. “This
empowers the community instead of letting the companies dictate what resources
the community will use.”
The team was also in charge
of instructing 10 engineers from the Middle East on
how to use the computer program.
The 12-dayw
op washeldinNewport Beach during
the last week of July
and the first week of August.

issues
that
wardcnch
other,’ sated NeuePasteteen

an environmental
scientist from the U.S.
Agency for International Development

"Slee thatthereisa
ssunibenenninatbanitasaname
there is more

from Israel, the Gaza Strip, the West Bank,

Beni

were

neni.

amber

Gearheart
said many of the Middle

*
4

5

= nd

Frater)” McKee anid, “we've going to be
in for more difficulty.

‘the Humboldt State Team.

¥

interest in this area,”

Patterson stated.

Egypt, eo

§

ays

Lebanon against suspected terrorist

tampering

is going to meet standards without paying the Price of an environmental mis-

Tunisia, Al
Yemen and

Tey eens

McKeesaid
on the first day of the workshop Israel had started to bomb targets in

ronment, you can use

sae

at the
East engi-

pciatincensiiceinn

with the actual envi-

He said the program is able to make a

rised

neers had.
_m
te of the beliefs,” Gearheart said,

- Gearh
arheart agreed
with McKee.
“Thecan
be
for educational
models,”
ror
said. “In-

already scanned into its database.
.
This information
would allow commuee

were

Sach 6d dittaovocne the bina

program w
able
to
make these kinds of

Ca ih pees
described the program
as an
encyae
eeblies, chats and maps

and be able to

The

you want to know that it
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‘. @ Accept Most Health
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History of the First Amendment & how the courts have interpreted it over the years.
How the First & Fourteenth Amendments clash.
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eee
community as a whole.

<The difference between rights on private & public campuses.
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_ How trditonal notions of academic freedom conflict with newly emerging ideas of stent

academic freedom.

<The extent of a univerulty's responalbilty to foster some sense of communtty

Evaluation processes to help universities examine thelr policies.
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University

Action

Affirmative
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ye Medicare Provider
Care
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Genes

© Warts

» © Corns, Calluses

forum 1

Charlayne Hunter-Gault,
for
The MacNeil/Lehrer News

e Sn)

t
+ Fat.

Judy

“If you're going to invest $1 billion for

hese
a

a.

;

“We
called the computers ‘electronic
blackboards,’” Gearheartsaid.~We didn’t
even call them
‘We tried
to be
aa
them to use the program to

ee
ae
Ogy of the

Or hs Se

professors worked with the U.S. State Department
to design a computer program to treat water. -

oe

@ Four HSU environmental resources engineering

a

nies

Professors take on Middle East water problems
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Casey Brooks, a forestry junior, ae
tenes
at Lumberjack
Days, right, with funk and reggae sounds. From left, Lardiuffie Funkin, Brent isaacs and Kim Agnew. Amber Whaley, clubs
and activities
coordinator, said about 650 people visited Logging Town during the two days It was open. Last year nearly 8,000 people attended. Whaley also said Associated

Students funds Lumberjack Days $1,500 and fronts much of the money, which Is usually repaid after the event. “We needed to make $15,000 to break even.
We made $1,800,” Whaley sald of this years Lumberjack Days.
PHOTOS BY DEVANIE ANDERSON
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‘Meet new i ‘iends, , save qos. :save the pe ane

Statin dadtiaieetenertidsinlemeenetetenetnnsss
ateetientee

ae

ee

‘Budget cuts place added pres
@ HSU staff are feeling the pressure caused by

CemeRnOe

“They understand that we can’t do it

Students aren’t the only ones experiencing frustration — faculty and staff
have also been affected by the budget

is very de
Nobody feels very
ener
Ballantine

sai

“The bottom line is that students are
oe
ee

Stress ca caused
oe
to
vide students Wh tena a‘eiclinehe
ulead fie WUE
Ga Mai we
ee
s staff and

T>That néaliy tnidin beciaann the of tn
aa
ai do a good

faculty.

“The only solution I can think of is to

“Every office has been hit one way or
another by budget cuts,” said Edward
“Buzz” Webb, vice president for Student

Webb said most offices have

enced less stress this year than last year.
“Twothings
have made it easier:

can take a

—

a

i

i

ucing student lent enrolimen t, we're
reducing the amount of work for staff,”
Webb said.
He said applications
for admission will
‘ani ion anettind bar te ageing 1994 sege

Staff talk
ua

Saat

cae

pment

ieee

chtene taunted

breaks to mine it fixed,” said Doug

HSU.
an ante
w
oe don’t get their things fixed as

You take a

do what people
possbly do

within =

ee

and

ate

je reall taking on more responsibil

De to stress, there are ae ae
with being able to cope with your

during
the day and

by sed pean ould the supervisors are

can’t defend yourself.

off,” Hulsebus said.

“Witheventlike

a computerized

Teky das cao Wine sin tein hl tho ae
sources
we're allocated,” Altman said.

because they

grossly understaffed.
“We are no |
able to deliver
the
level of service that we feel good about
_ signature on, so to speak,”
sai
“We hold out hope
that things will
return to normal
that we'll have the
resources to operate with as good as we
can do,” Story said.
“Our work load has increased.
A lot of
the things we used to do, we can no
longerSo
said Custodian Pam

running.

find time to allow people to have time

Jack Altman, assistant to the director
of financial
aid, said HSU is the last cam-

an additional

an

to decrease.

IE biteic Safety is open 24 hours a da day,
seven days a week and “we're trying to

Altman said this

ee

‘mester, causing enrollment
to continue

“Our crew has gotten smaller,” he said.
“There isn’t enough time to do special

chen.

supportive.

HUMBOLDT GREEN
APARTMENTS

cut

are

ita

to

Students
the victims
“For students, it’s like a domino effect.

t

oe

ee

Tinaa bdeaee o ieaenal cline who
oversees
poss hnaraneg

made in students’ files,” he said, “every

our best.

“Before, if there had to be any

file had to be changed individually by
hand. This takes time.

Sap gulageiereseioey

(the acting direc-

r

The morale of Soca
the
good, considering the circumstances,”
Altman said.
coat Geeeaeeeeee
to
our
like everyone else,” said
even 5
Pelzel,
a
aac
i
ee

soma
work but
that we want

do.

Although the timing of the installation
of the computers is
more stress
on top of budget cuts, Altman said it will
ultimately be
in the future.

“Also, Kay

Lumberjack Daysand

Ne
et ere
(The officers) end up
“Most are used to doit
eee

iy

year for the office,” ‘neal

t crime, instead of

just
tocrime after it
It’s hard to do that now and it’s frustrat-

work load on em
have to be trained.

to do

“Because of budget
cuts, our area of
work has
— doubled,” said
Story, chiefof Custodial Services.
Story said in every study that has ever

student enrollment from 7850 to 7,100

“We tke toe

said that there have been many

temporary custodians laid off who
haven't been replaced.

aan
at the time and
know the custodian must be fru
ocd everyone is mad at them be-

Custodians’
work load

as

Public Safety is down two positionsas

Financial aid isin the process of implementing this

are
ae to,”
ca

tb Welanventaden

;

“Students are working well with us,

considering
the long lines.
We want to let
them know that
re on their side too,”
Pelzel said.
P

“I'm not just worried about cutbacks
butabout my job,” said Custodian David

get
back into education.
I su
pose after a certain amount of time

will forget the kind of job we

“lt s very stressful to ha
la have to
cages wakemiirentoeewnsat
job. It hasn’t been much fun,” he said.

weren’tas many cuts

Smaller crews

escirieinn
iso “ho lomaieaar
ity over who. This whole seniority game

9

sure on staff.

all,” Hightower said.

budget cuts but they continue to try and struggle
through the larger workload.

__

ory Seve redress

hs

are

functions
reloads, said “The bud-

serene
ae

bia

get a

aiik dicts
every time

thereis
“Workl
huseeiaeainta
ees have alot of work toput out. There are
some pressures but I don’t see as many
/” Moore said. .
ee

help
os cuando

day

stress,”

wet hove bed
all 10 tae 0
ee
she

High morale

|

“We're all close to our peak performance and morale is —_—-

,consid-

ering the circumstances. We're pedaling
as fast as we can.

“This is one of the ways that the situation can be
until the state of California has a better budget system. For
now, these are just band aids.”
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Meeting opens forum for students, faculty, staff
to question university administration
@ University President Alistair McCrone
will be available for questions at the first
meeting held Monday.
By Teresa Mills
' HSU’s first “town meeting”
will give students, faculty and

staff the opportunity to voice
their opinions about campus is-

sues.

The open forum was organized by Rees Hughes, director
of Student Activities and Leadership Development.
idea is to provide an opportunity for the campus community
to discuss a topic of
interest or concern and

also a chance for people to raise
issues that they might not havea

chance to raise otherwise,”
ae

said.
town meeting
will be held
Monday in the Kate Buchanan

Those atten
the forums
will be required to identify
themselves as either a student,

faculty or staff member when
the facilitator calls on them.
Some of the potential topics
Room from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Meet- for the town meeting are the
ings are expected to be sched- charter campus idea, campus
uled once or twice each semester safety and working conditions
and willbe open to the HSU com- at HSU.
munity, Hughes said.
Hughes said that he would
He said at each m
there like the campus community to
will be a topic of discussion and give him input on topics they
appropriate resource
people re- would like todiscussat
the town
lated to that topic will be avail- forums.
able for questions. HSU Presi“It’s a chance for universitydent Alistair McCrone will also wide dialogue
on critical issues.
be available to answer questions A forum for addressing of conat the meetings.
cerns and raising of ideas,”
Either a student, staff member | Hughes said.
oradministrator
will facilitate the
ughes modeled the HSU
meetings. Each audience partici- town meeting around the town
pant will have two minutes to meeting format of the John Jay
make a statement or ask a ques- College of Criminal Justice at
tion. If there is no one in line to the City University of New
,audience participants ma’
York.
‘
have an additional we loonie
Maria Volpe, anassociate
proto speak.
fessor of sociology at John Jay

College, said she developed the
foritag'| for the town meeting after students, protesting tuition
increases in spring 1989, took
over the college. The college was
closed for a week.
“The forum gives members of
the college community an opity to raise concerns, ask
questions and make comments
on any issue or matter involving
college life,” said Volpe in a telephone interview
from New York.
“T think this is the single best
thing HSU can do to improve
administration and student relations,” said Jason Kirkpatrick,
Associated Students president.
“This is something students
have wanted for a long time and
it’s nice to see it become a reality.”

McCrone said, “There
are alot
of very intelligent people at this
university and this is an
tunity for all of the collective intelligence and wisdom to come

together

The sun shines so rarely in this part of the state, sometimes you might feel lonely.

THE LUMBERJACK!
SO TURN TO US!

@Wednesdayat10a.m.
a report was made that a
naked man was making
indecent gestures in the
woods north of the Union
Street parking lot.
Later in the day, a
woman reported that a
man had exposed himself
to her at that location at
_ 9:50 a.m. the same day.
No suspects were located.
@ Thursday at 2 a.m.
someone.
three
men
to break intoa
carinthe
Jolly GiantCommons parking lot.
The men ran away
when they were ap-

a

ay

to steal
a camper
shell. No suspects
were
located.
@ Friday at 4
Pepperwood

p.m. a
‘resi-

dent reported a stolen

Leer
shell from his
Toyota truck from the
Jolly 9

Commons

ot.

tiie
PP

The theft occurred between Thursday night
and Friday afternoon.

@
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&
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@ Saturday
at noon a

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

The

fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal.

men

were

con-

tacted by the University
Police
ent and
were warned but not
cited.
_
The mushrooms were
seized
for destruction.
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124 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501
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Project pedals to

end AIDS gri

@ Members of the group Project to End the Grip of “being accepted by college students.”

AIDS on Students left Portland, Ore., Sept. 28 and
visited HSU Monday and Tuesday as part of a

McNally | itealaceoreeadesy St
er teerlane tie cAapdeeh ae sm

By Heather Boling

successful
he said.
Other PEGASUS members are

plan to visit approximaetly 45 schools.
:

member Stephanie Lynch, 23. She also

said the group tries to be entertaining to

Armed with one van, six

anda
is

get students’ attention.

ofcondoms, PEG
Participants listed low, high and no
across the counttory
edu- _ risk behaviors for HIV transmission
and

cate students about safersexand
AIDS.

the becief
which toctodes
ite
haviagt
?

Gretchen Ayer, 23, and Cathrine

W

24.

Bales said trav

bicycle helps

attract attention, “which
is what we
want,” he said. “It also shows

hitti
the ng
road Sept. 28.
The group plans to be in Phoenix,

Safer Sex Boutique to answer questions _ nization, Health Watch.

sctibes a religious

about AIDS and sex.
The“boutique” tablefeaturedcondom

Ariz., by the end of the semester, with

the final stop in New York City by the

Ma oad uareane
created
word
Kiva
for both
orga- | the Pueblo and Hopi people. Kiva de-

the programand train African-Ameri-

the trip. The group also asks schools to

students at primarily black colleges

sible, a fee for the presentations.

trip and affect more than 10,000 stu-

“The money issue is the biggest head-

dents through presentations,informa- ache,” said Co-director ThomasMcNally,

tion booths and

icity.

Enterprises
to Nam
andeare

looking for a name to replace its current

can students to continue educating | ame.

The six-me
team mbe
plans to r
visit _ offer free housing and meals and, if pos- and universities.

approximately45 schoolsduring their

Nia

Upun completion of the trip, PEBoth A.S. and
GASUS members will help modify | have decided to

_fortunecookies,condomkeychains,box-

ers and other party favors to help fund

end of the academic year.

.

name, the American Indian Alliance has

Four of the members received four

months of training in New York from

the Sex Information and Education

:

When the two organizations find anew

offered to help establish.

|

The AIA will help the A.S. readvertise

the coffeehouse with its new name.

24.

Councifor
l the United States, Planned

shave
receptivesofar.
vey: oa
any nega,” Bales
said.

GASUS’ Co-director Douglas
Unis, 24,
ae about aman ecutive whowas_
riding around
the country distributi

drove to Oregtoon
meet
up with the other two members and
trained them for three weeks before

held by Steele

in —

nication.

24-hour a day job,” McNally said.

‘Nelson Hall fet

Member Ch es Bales,
B
26, said all

me 30

decide to find a new name for the almost

sc aamPortiand,
tinOre.
theProject _ by blowthem
gin
ingup.
doing.”
ripof AIDSonStudentsin
“Membe
of the group
rsalso gave prePEGASUSis
a pilot
the United States visited HSU Mon- _senta
in three classes
andns
tio
set up aby the New York based

day and Tuesday, itssixthschoolsincs

dents and Lumberjack En

demonstrated the durability ofcondoms _ that we're serious about what we're

«ine
idea for the tour came when PE-

Li

recom

ghtH

awk slide sh

ow

Wotkyns
:

The presentation in Sunset Hall condoms. After
ing the idea of startintheg trip back to the east coast.
srt cndicaeaeeeen
Lounge Monday, which attracted similar venture with McNally, they deBecause the members are traveling | wit)
his program and slides toabout 30 students, included exercises _ cided to include education and commu- and working
2 It’s sort
ofa | nigh
at t
7:30 a ior Cihiadiavin Herm tm
and communication.

presentationencourages
group
participation tofacilitatelearning,said
4

“

iE

— Because of their youth, McNally said
he thought they had a good chests of

1s

Considering

“It’s a miracle things worked out as
wellas they did.”
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Legislators: Letters question basis for trustees’ proposal
é

© Continued from page 3
The

rs questioned
the

included
“expensive private
schools such as the Universityof
Southern California and Loyola

ee
ones ).”
They
also stated that the board
the salaries of University of California chancellors in
the
and made the astion that the university

culture is best preserved by

anadministration
modsled afte administrators from

board’s recommendation.
In his letter Horcher states,

the private sector.
Assemblyman Paul Horcher,

“You are also forgetting our
most important priority, our

R-West Covina, also sent the
board aletter
his “disbelief and shock” over the

students.

Free
for lif

“The students of our educational institutions must be our

top priod . If there are to be
notin line with those shared by
o
ture and the people

Fees
© Continued from page 3
residents of the state.”
“The Board of Trustees aren’t
ders” Belaie at of the stuents,”

said.

“They’re

ying ‘Don’t you want to be

sucteneal? and the definition
of successful
is different for them
than it is for us.

“They are giving us two options: neae

raise fees or cut

classes. But we don’tagree.
There
are different alternatives.”
Belding said CSSA su
a half cent sales tax wi

tion of it going toward higher
education.

_ Shealsosaid
the United States

Student Association is looking
at different states for answers to
California’s higher education
problem.
“All we're saying is you don’t
have to start from
done
every time,” Belding
said.
“Students ae be seen as
: investments,” Belding said.
“Californians need to look toward the future. In order for us
to be competitive in the global
market we need to have an educated ‘work force.”
Some assemblymembers also
did not oo of the Trustees’
budget
“According t9 4 C3SA pr

eee
ten
Hilda Solis,

(Offer expires only when you do.)

DLs
Puente; Julie Bornstein, D-Palm

Desert; and Robert Campbell,DMartinez; wrote a letter to CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz which
expressed their disapproval of
the Trustees’ budget request.

The letter stated, “Fee hikes

have far outpaced inflation and

more importantly families’ abilities to pay.
“As a result, educational op-

portunity has become increasingly limited to the wealthy and
the promise of the Master Plan
for Frigher Education has been
abrogated.”
It is still uncertain whether or
not the Trustees’ requested bud-

get will be passed by the Legislature.

wonaamne Assembl

oman

Dan Hauser, D-Eureka, in Sac-

ramento, said in a telephone in-

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.

terview that it is too early to

Because it’s more than just a credit card that’s free of annual fees forever.
It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount

on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It’s all part of The ¢ Plan:

Special student offer. To apply, come by
THE

#7 PLAN”

our booth on campus or call 1 800 438-8627

2

comment on the possibility of
the request being passed by the
ture.

said because the
ture would not receive
a copy of
the budget until January, any

comment would be premature.

said the Assembly

will reconvene
in Jan
when
On cla or ee
eran

get
wi
included.

CSU bud.

”

COMMUNITY... 43
Battle lines drawn over voucher initiative
@ Some say the voucher would save the

ing against the voucher proposi-

State money, but others argue that,

tion on campus.

ultimately, it will cost parents more.

multiple subjects, teacher pre-

By Devanle Anderson
Ul

The battle over the school
voucher proposition has turned
intoa full-fledged war, withboth
sides agreeing only that each
wants what is best for the state’s
children.
The ballot measure, if passed
on Nov. 2, would amend the
’ state Constitution to allow onehalf the cost of a California
student’s education (now $2,600)

McKerrow, a liberal studies,

prove both public and private
schools by fosterin
ition.
“The current
education
tem is simply not functioning as
it needs to,” Ross said, citing
illiteracy, high
:
drop-out rates,
umes
low reading lev- ae

els and violence a=#

at schools.
Ross,
who has
two children in
private schools,
said the pro
sition would provide for “put-

to be redeemed in the form of a
voucher to the school of the par- “ting money in the classrooms
ents’ choice.
and minimizing bureaucracy.”
Proponents of Proposition 174
“The public education system
say this would provide a choice has been promising to get better
for students and parents dis- for decades and it has gotten
gruntled with the kindergarten worse,” he said.
through 12th-grade publicschool
He said the proposition
system, while opponents main- would save the state the $5,200
tain children would suffer from a year it costs to educate a pubunderfunded public schools and lic school student and eventuunregulated private schools.
ally, as students move from
Ron Ross, an investment advi- public to private schools (he
sor in Eureka and former HSU
estimates a.10 to 30 percent
economics professor, has been shift), save money onconstrucan advocate for voucher systems tion of new schools.
for about 25 years.
;
Moira McKerrow, presidentof

He said such a system is long

overdue and will serve to im-

—

the Student California Teachers
Association, has been campaign-

paratory senior, said the voucher
system would resultin discrimination, as private schools can
admit or refuse students according to intellectual, athletic, religious or other guidelines.
“They don’t have to cater to
every
child.
They only have
to cater to the
children they
want,” she said.
“(The
tion)

propositalksabout

arental choice,
utit’s really the
schools who are choosing who
they want.”
She said it would also devastate the public school coffers by
taking money from the et
education fund,and would “create another bureaucracy” as the
state prints and distributes the
voucher checks.
McKerrow questioned the
quality of education offered by
rivate schools, which must folow only general guidelines as
far as curriculum and does not
require
teachers
to
be
credentialed.
She said if
potential private
schools

can

find 25 students,

“anyone could’start up a school

and anyone could employ anyone they thought to be fit.
“There’s no accountability in
this thing, so they just have free
reign,” she said. “What’s to prevent a private school from raising the price (of tuition)?”

resolution denouncing the
proposition at its Oct. 25 meeting.
;
“They ar joined in their opposition by the League of Women
Voters, the California Teachers
Association, President Clinton,
State Treasurer Kathleen Brown

Money matters

and Gov. Pete Wilson (whois for

The financial impact is still
largely unknown, according to
the state’s Legislative Analyst's
report. It states that: the effect
could range from costs of about
$800 million to savings of about
$1 billion, depending on how
many students use the voucher
system.
The proposition calls for
vouchers to be available in the
1993-94 school year, with a twoyear lag for those students already
in private school, although
the analyst'sreport stated implementation might not occur until
1994-95.
There are about 15 private
schools in Humboldt County,
holding close to 1,500 students.
Tuitions at these schools start at
about $2,000 per academic year,
while some private and parochial schools in California can
cost up to $10,000.
Last week, the Northern
Humboldt Unified School District voted 4-0 opposing Proposition 174. HSU’s Associated Stu-

the concept of a voucher, but

said Prop. 174 would cost the

state $1Those
voucher
William

to- $1.6 billion).
_
aligned in favor of the
proposition include
Bennett, the secretary

of education from 1985 to 1988,

former
Gov.
George
Deukmejian and Nobel prizewinning economist
Milton
“Friedman, who helped draft
the proposition.
The “Yes on 174” campaign has
raised about one tenth of the estimated $10 million collected by its
opponents,
but most pollsters say
the vote is too close to call.
Even if the proposition passes,
many foresee constitutional challenges based on the separation
of church and state since about
85 percent of private schools
have religious affiliations.
If the proposition does pass, it
will havenational impact because
California would be the first state
to offer a voucher system.
Similar propositions in Colo-

dents Council will consider a

rado and Oregon were rejected
in recent years.

Foreign friends
Arcatans aid Nicaraguan co mmunity with medicine, English classes
@ Students and volunteers from
the county benefit from the
experience as the village of
Camoapa benefits from their help.
By Erin Waldner
UUMBERJACK STAFF

In May of 1993, after an 11-hour flight, Tesilya Hanauer
at 8 p.m.
finally landed in Managua,Ni

The HSU Spanish sophomore was directed toa pickup
truck.
From there, Hanauer
sat with eight other people asthey
drove three hours in the pone rain to their destination.
located
- When they arrived in amoapa, asmall vi
town’s
in central Nicaragua, Hanauer was greeted by
residents.

“Everyone was so excited to see me,” she said.
eis csspceg antes Pass a preiaapsn: pays Bare

Project, Hanauer would spend three months in the rural .
Oe en
Shee
ae
on
students are very appreciative, which is very
rewarding,” she said.
The Sister City Project. began in 1986 when several

Humboldt County: residents saw a foe
understanding between
and the

At the time, the Contras
and the Sandanistas
of Nicara-

gua were fighting in acivil war, which was supported by

the United
Staes
government.
The committeeof 10 believed
that if Arcat
had a sister
a
city, residents of the two towns could learn about one.

another,

the ongoing war.

fe
:
ae
m,” Pein

ae | meat

.

plos

e

member and co-owner of Los Bagels bakeries.
“It was not started to condemn either government,

ee

teria

.
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;
August the village of Camoapa, Nicaragua, paid tribute to one of their Catholic saints
with a parade

a us) aay
United States.

-

Pa ae Blain, walk solenel eichien ce roten teas sepsunnnliiig ing simeitey Wal Bee sclera ol ta aalereae

just to get a better understanding between the two
:
countries,” he said.
i
i Rael trave led with other commit-_
city,
To find a sister
toN
, where they found Camoa
- pers
ee
ae
ee

Why Camoapa?

“It’s a small, rural town,” said Rael, “predominately

a ranching community.
.“It’s as common.to see people come to town on
horseback c as it is to see cows and pigs coming through
the town.
:
;
The committee selected Camoapa as Arcata’s sister

See Friends, page 14
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Friends: student stays with family of 11 during summer
* Continued from page 13
for many reasons.
'
“Forone,itwasa
town thatreally wanted
a sister city,” Rael said. “They, similar to
ourselves, wanted to get involved in a
Committee members were also search-

ing for a city that was similar to Arcata.
Rael said Camoapa

is “a small, rural com-

munity with a lot of
F|
;

artisans.”

_ The two towns be-

came sister cities once

Arcata’s City Council

a:

:
Dennis Rael

approved the idea.

Since then,
the Sister

City Project has done
more than develop an
understanding between the towns. It has also brought relief
to Camoapa, which has a population
around 20,000.
Camoapa, like every other village in
Nicaragua, has felt the effects of unemployment and disease.
“There is a 60 percent unemployment
rate in the country,” Rael said. “So economically, the country is in ruins.”
To bring relief to Camoapa, the Arcata
project has done its best to provide any
assistance that Camoapa has requested.
“One of the first requests this community had was to improve their medical
clinic,” Rael said.

To finance the health center’s improvements, the Arcata committee

began

an

intense fundraising campaign.
Besides soliciting personal donations,
the group also organized the first “I Block
Benefit.”

wanting to donate,” she said.
The project has also renovated
Camoapa’s health clinic, adding a birthing
room and a visitation area.
“This is the only clinic for about 75 miles
around,” Rael said. “We wanted to set up
a place where
could stay overnight
with their children.”
The Sister City committee has also sent
teams of doctors and dentists to Camoapa.
“Wehave sent twodifferent dental teams
who saw over a thousand patients,” said
Rael, who has traveled to Camoapa four
times since the project
in 1986.
“The medical brigades (consist) of three
to five doctors at a time who have worked
within the clinic while they were there.”
The health clinic in Camoapa

has also

received assistance from
Humboldt
County’s
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood.
PPH
made the decision to adopt
Camoapa’s health clinic in 1991.
“It is part of PPH’s mission to ... improve the lives of women all over the
world,” said Debbe Hartridge, director of
Education and Information for the Eureka-based clinic.
Over
the years, they have provided medical supplies for Camoapa’s health center,
as well as condoms and educational brochures.
In 1992, PPH and the Sister City Project
worked together to bring nurse-midwife
Teresa Maritnez Dias from Camoapa to
Arcata to visit for one month.
As a result of her visit, Hartridge said
Dias brought contraceptive information
back to Camoapa, a largely Catholic community.

The improvements that have been made
to Camoapa’s health clinic is only one of
the projects the Sister City committee has

A block-party held on Arcata’s “I” Street
in mid-September, the annual event has
become the Sister City Project’s main
fundraiser, usually raising about $5,000

A little class
The committee first brought English

After raising about $40,000 the first year

classes to the Spanish-speaking community about three years ago.

every year.

from donations and the “I Block Benefit,”
Arcata

project volunteers arrived

in

Camoapa in abus filled with medical supplies and other donations the town had

requested.

Sitting in the bus was Dr. Anne Lindsey,

an Arcata physician and Sister City com-

mittee member.
Once she arrived in Camoapa, she realized the Sister City project has “a definite,
strong presence” in the community.

She said the committee donated the bus
to the town. The bus became the town’s
only public transportation.

Since then, Lindsey has continued to.
collect supplies for the clinic from various
health agencies and hospitals.
“Iget calls every two weeks from people

NORTH
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A student’s story

When HSU student Tesilya Hanauer
taught English classes in Camoapa during
the summer of 1993, she lived with a family of 11 in a three-room house.
“There was not a lot of privacy,” said
Hanauer, who returned to Arcata three
days before the fall semester began. “I
shared a bedroom with three people.”
“The hardest part of living there was the
difference in living conditions,” she said.
- She added that “bathing with rain water, washing clothes with stones and not
having the amenities that we have here”
were also a shock.
Hanauer taught four tosixEnglishclasses
a week. Classes were held in the evenings
or on Saturdays and students ranged in
age from 11 to 58.
When Hanauer arrived inCamoapa, her
assigned classroom did not have a roof.

She moved her classes to another room,
which did not have lighting.
camgger
“When it became
dark we would move
t | our desks to the hall| | way and write on the

“Tt was a request from Camoapa,” Rael
said. “They already had English classes,
but the teachers didn’t speak English.”
Theclassesare taughtby volunteers from
the Humboldt County area. Students and

non-studentsare invited toapply for teaching positions as they are available.
The Sister City committee is accepting

applicants for a teaching position that will
become available in January.
There are few requirements to teach
English in Camoapa.
Besides making a time commitment of
three months, applicants must have some
Spanish-speaking abilities.
While in
volunteers are expected to work with other on-going
Sister
City projects,
as well as being liaisons
between the Arcata committee and the Nicaraguan community.

tor broke 10 years ago.
In order to renovate the theater, the Sister City Project recently purchased a large
video screen, a sound system and a video
player.
“Some of the proceeds from the movie

walls.” |

She also said her students never com-

develuped.

Tesilya Hanauer

plained about theclassroom conditions.
“They treated me
like a member of the
community,” she said.

“I never felt like an outsider.”
Besides teaching English to Camoapa’s
nurses and doctors, Hanauer helped construct outhouses
for the village’s poorest
residents.

She also traveled to Costa Rica with
another Sister-City volunteer.

“Costa Rica had better roads, it was
cleaner and had a higher standard of living,” she said.
“You could see the effects of tourism on
Costa Rica and war on Nicaragua.”
Continuing projects

Volunteers with the Sister City Project
are not limited to teaching English classes.
They can also apply to work with other
projects that the Sister City committee has
developed.
The residentsof Camoapa have been
without a movie theater since their projec-

theater will comeback to fund future programs of the Sister City committee,” Rael

—

said.
aes
One future program will be to upgrade

Camoapa’s water system. The town’s resi-

dents draw. their water from wells that are
often contaminated.
“Our next major projectisto takea group
of people to Camoapa the beginning of
. Next year to work on the water system,”

Rael said.
Even with the improvements the SisterCity Project has brought to Camoapa during the pastseven years, the village continues to need assistance. .
“As the economy (in Nicaragua) gets
worse, it shows in the community,”

Hanauer said, “As I was leaving it was
getting worse. But the people still continue
with so few resources.”

“Nicaraguans by nature are very optimistic people,” Lindsey said. “They are
wonderful people.”
'
Questions about volunteer work can be

answered by Dennis Rael at 822-2635 or
Anne Lindsey at 822-7041.

TOWN

bBOOKS

-

HSU students who volunteerto teach in
Camoapa
can receive
up to three units of
credit from the Spanish a ah
While volunteers
pay for
their own transrtation to Camoapa, their room and
City Project.
rdis supplied byt Sister
“(Volunteers) stay with a family in
Camoapa,”
Rael said. “The Sister Citycommittee
here pays the family a living stipend of $150 per month, which is double
the salary of a teacher in Camoapa.”
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Greasy turnout | |

Assignments
Toxic Exposure Update

Creamery |
faces
lawsuit
li Fernbridge dairy
farmers sue over

tang

exposure to toxins.
By David Courtland
LUMBERJACK
STAFF
SS—=~=~=~CS=<(

The Humboldt Creamery
was notified Oct. 12 that dairy
farmers Dave and Patti Coppini
have filed suit against the dairy
cooperative, claiming damages

for negligent disposal of a toxic
chemical and failure to adequately warn them of a health
risk.
“It's unfortunate that it had
to come to this,” Patti Coppini
said. The suit was prompted by
“the combination of the loss of
business and the things that we
havetonow live with,” Coppini
said, referring to symptoms attributed to toxic exposure.

HumboldtCreamery General
Manager Rich Lewis said: the

dairy cooperative had no com-

ment on the suit since itis still

being reviewed by their attores

oe
#|

i

DEVANIE ANDERSON/THE LUMBERJACK

Grease was the word Friday and Saturday nightswhenthe —_— that accompanied the movie. Soxers Harmony Greytak,

| Arcata Theater featured the classic ’S0s rock-in-the-'70s
flick, “Grease,” as its midnight movie. Bobby soxers and

onthe KomaetheComatess

toughs showed up for the costume contest and dancing

_left, Tamarah Wannameker and Kelly Egan surround a

— tough-looking Kevin George at Saturday's movie in frontof

_— 2 classic car, all In theme with a classic movie.

attorney, said the suit also
names chemical distributor
Garrett Callahan as a co-defen-

mcrgcameres |)—MAD
~~\

RIVER

dant. Garrett Callahan was the

the creamery used until 198 to
prevent sane from growing in
their water cooling towers.

CH

IROPRACTI
Louls Mihalka, D.C.

Cc

TheCoppinis, who rana dairy
farmnexttothecreamery for 13
years until April 1, claim that
the creamery’s

wastewater

made them and their cattle sick.
The water is pumped from a
water treatment pond onto the
145-acre farm.
Both the

Coppinis, who have

relocated to

, and their

12-year-old daughter Renee

have been diagnosed with central nervous system damage.
In June the North Coast Reional Water Quality Board orSered the creamery to test its

wastewater for tributyltin, after the Board’s engineers found
the organic tin in wastewater

samples.
The creamery was also ordered to test its cooling
water

that

s into the Eel River,

and to find a way to prevent
ground where cattle graze.

Lane ae

creamer

met
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the

|

|

ponding of the wastewater on
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of the Board's.or | Read the Community section to find out what’s
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Sting?

LightHawk: a bird’s eye view of damaged land
@ An organization uses.

aerial demonstrations of
misused ecosystems to

affect change.
Oy Wits ours
The idea behind LightHawk is simple:
If more people could fly and see
humankind’s abuses of the
land, better

awareness and land

t deci-

sions would likely follow.
Backed by

tries to vou! ea
approximately
120 volunteer
aircraft-owner pilots, the ;
flies mem-

bers of

, leaders from conserva-

tion groups and other
en
forests and

izations over
other misused

Steele Wotkyns, conservation director
ee
talk about his group
and
slides of aerial photographs

tonight in Goodwin Forum at 7:30 p.m.
This free
tation is sponsored by
the
ommunication department.
“Fhe ht is a very simple technology
that can be applied to address environmental problems and help inspire solutions to those
lems,”
Wotkyns said.
LightHawk also tries to design and
carry out creative environmental camP-We're operating under
a frontier mentality on our public lands,” Wotkyns said.
“We have to push all Americans to
say ‘Hey, this doesn’t make sense.’ It
doesn’t make sense economically and
it certainly doesn’t make sense for the
environment.”
LightHawk is based in Santa Fe, N.M.,
and tries to address issues all over the
Americas.

“We are interested in protecting temte rain forests from Alaska to Chile,”
otkyns said.
“We're addressing the loss of an ecosystem greater than one state or one country ata time. We're trying
to take it on all

throughout the Americas essentially,” he
said. .
The Environmental Protection Information Center is a group based in
Garberville that works with LightHawk.
EPIC Project Director Cecelia Lanman
said LightHawk is an invaluable group.
“It’s all the same struggle,” she said.
“We look around and we’re at the southerntip of what used to be a great forest
and there’s not much left of it.

“Students in English or arts or other
humanities fields might have an interest in environmental work but they
might feel disenfranchised because it’s
hard to break into environmental
work,” he said.

Wotkyns encourages all students “to
be very open-minded to the kinds of
things they can do in the environment.

There needs to be a new environmental

philosophy.”
“LightHawk crosses boundaries,”
“It's what you put your mind to, and
Lanman said. “The problems aren’t just what you want to do. You can make it
in our back yard.”
. happen,” he said. “It’s important for
LightHawk has been flying last sum- people who want to be in the environmer and this fall with members of EPIC mental movement to find a niche where
and Wotkyns said he feels it has been
ou can be most effective,
be it with a
doing incredible work. “They're a real
ocal group or a
that
start.”
lead organization. They’ve been doing
Warkyns feels the envisonanatad
stellar work all along to protect the last of movement is very small.
the redwoods up here.”
“It’s just the primordial ooze, the very
When Wotkyns comes to HSU to dis- tip of the iceberg. It’s that little, tiny seed
cuss LightHawk, he said he hopes to in- and it needs to be expanded by a millionform students about how to get involved fold.
a
with conservation work, especially stu“One of our jobs is to inspire more
dents in the humanities field.
people to go to it.”

The road to recovery?
One man offers a solution to the complex multitude of health-care plans
@ California’s insurance commissioner

age, now under consideration in

says he has the answers to the nation’s
healh-care questions.

health-care plan for California,

By Harry Kassakhian
State Insurance Commissioner
John Garamendi arrived in Eu-

reka Thursday with a prescription for the nation’s health care
ailments.
He spoke about problems and
solutions for a universal health
care plan at a town hall meeting
with citizens and a panel of the
business, health care and labor
community.

DENTISTRY |
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
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Garamendi

said

that his

which differed slightly from the
president's plan, was vetoed by
Gov. Pete Wilson last year.
Marjorie Berte, the governor's
insurance advi
id in a telephone interview from Sacramento that Garamendi’s bill was
a study bill to allocate funds to
study Garamendi’s plan.
Garamendi said a solution to

“Can we cover everything
under the sun? Probably not,”
Garamendi said.
Garamendi said that the reason why there are no.Health
Management Organizations in
Humboldt County could be due
to the low purchasing power of
residents.
. the state and national healthcare
Thecommissioner said he had crisis would be to “combine all
served as an informal advisor to health care programs into one
President Clinton and First Lady health care program that will
Hillary Clinton on the creation cover you 24 hours a day.”
of the federal health-care packHe said the elimination of

workers’ compensation insurance, the standardization of in-

surance paperwork and a decrease of legal
squabbles would
save the state $2.5 billion and the
nation $150 billion.
“We've created the most complex shell game,” Garamendi
said regarding fraudulent claims
by customersand insurancecompanies that are reluctant to pay
their part of the policy.
In terms of lowering healthcarecosts, the commissioner said
with his plan there would be “no
incentive for the individual to
claim false awards, no cash
awards.”
BothGaramendi’s planand the
. president’s would create HMO’s.

that wouldbe
ativecorations of thousands
of small
ne

eral insurance as

one unit, thus
allowing small
businesses to receive cheaper
insurance rates similar to large
corporations and public employee associations.
“What you’ve seen in the last
18 months in California is a
stampede of seniors into managed care systems,” Garamendi
said about the changing face of
health care in California.
“We've been spearheading
that kind of reform in California already,” said Berte, comparing the governor’s views on

See Recovery, page 18
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Cable woes

Letter signed by congress members shows concern about cable act

@ The Cable Television

what consumers would pay if cable already existed in a competitive environ-

Consumer Protection

ment.

The House jetter read, in part: “It ap-

and Competition Act of
1992 has become a

-

problem, not a cure.

Se

By Andrew Hessel
TOMBERIAGK STAFF _
Stirred by complaints
of rising cable
rates, Congress
has called on the
Federal
a

Commission to adjust

tions.
“"Regulationsimplemented

led to

increased
rates for some North Coast consumers, according toaoe

"Rinaoreimande h
pdienit down
by dee FCC
Por were
wens used by cable opera

tofo rates for basic cable service. That

is unacceptable. The law’s intent is to
reduce rates for ev
y,” Hamburg
said after signing a letter sent to the FCC
on Sept. 24
from the House of Representatives.
The letter,signed by 130 members, exconcern over implementation of
the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992.
Thatlaw,

Listheircablerates.
PANG
to Such
rates, vher dan Lower
are

after
a three-year battle

and a veto by President Bush; was intended to promote new technologies and
competition and to ensure prices reflect

to raise, ra

etre

result

er,

Oct. 1. The résults of the survey have not
yet been made public.
After the industry was deregulated in
1988, cable monopolies raised their rates
three times the rate of inflation, accord-

ing to Us General Accounting Office

vineus to kde es

:
ae all complaints
of

oe cousin .

creative pricing ...

the Commission’s

are true, the cable

tusthe sould
adjust
oe . prac con.

industry is again
open to the charge

>:
of creative aiclag
and: rate increases
provetrue,thecable

of being the
monopolistic evil
‘
empire
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industry is again

communications

com:

-

open to the

;

of being the mo-

nopolistic evil em-

world.
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JAMES QUELLO
FCC chairman

Chairman

James Quello said at
a Sept. 28 hearing
convened by the House Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee.
Quelloannounced at the hearing that a
survey of the top 25 cable systems was
underway, with industry responses due

a

TaL

MY
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4975 Valley West : Blva., Arcata

101 to Giuntoli Exit (next to. MetaneMt'sh::
_ oa

on. 283
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The Cable Act directed
the FCC toestablish per-channel
rate benchmarks
and required that
. highercableratesbe
reduced 10 percent.
It did

not, Quello

said, prescribe rate
reductions
consumers.

for all

Quello said in areas where less than
30
percent of househave

claiming
those costs in many cases su
“i
sai id by red uci
‘ase tae
ie

cable,

The Cable Act also directed that instal-

ef

t aaa
ae

gramming —
low-cost “basic tier” service — to rise. The National
Cable Television Association estimates

that only six

of cable customers

er,
NCTA

level of service.
predicts.
revenues

will decline as sede

sorter asa

result of FCC rules. The

FCC’sestimate
of

revenue loss — and consumer savings —
is about $1 billion. Estimates individual
of
cable
bill reductions for 80 nararnanndin
ers, Quello sai
“There is little doubt that the cable

creilieg Snecooagpeatenl Act ita

mently and unsuccessfully opposed,” he
said. “Itisa formidable

t,” armed

relat and. edapomiioess

ba

talentand

subscription rates
are higher than average. He said inclusion of those systems in the FCC’s computations, as required by the Cable Act,
drove the benchmark rates up.
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reports.
Another
FCC survey found rates of
systems facinga direct
competitor
were 30 percent
lower than those of
systems without

lation and
ip!
prices reflect actual cost. However, the cable ind

q

j
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But “thePCC, too /hasrecourse,” Quello
said.
None of the reported rate increases

hav been approved bythe FO rea
authorities, he said. A price freeze is in
effect until Nov. 1. If con

rates, the FCC could order

ies raise

s reach-

ing back to Sept. 1, rate rollbacks
and

even forfeitures of money.
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Low turnout for women’s strike
By Gini Berquist
They’re mad and they’re not
going to take it anymore.
Tenwomen marched from the

une

j

Art Quad to the Arcata Plaza

last Wednesday in support of
National Women’s Strike Day.
Carol Joroski, 27, an NRPI se-
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nior, was one of the students
from HSU who participated in
the march.
“The premise is to demonstrate how unacknowledged
women’s roles are in society,”

she said.
Women were encouraged to
not participate in society the
entire day, including not spending money in the community or
going places.

The point was to make society more aware of how valuable
women are, both in the home
and in the work place.
By not showing up to work or

doing the normal household
jobs, strikers hoped to demonstrate that women play important and necessary roles in society and notjust peripheral ones.
If striking was “too radical”
an idea, women were told to
wear armbands in support of
the day.
Laura Zerzen, 47, was on her
break from work when she saw
the signs and women gathered
in the Plaza.
“I have sympathy to the
struggle against sexism and the
de-evaluation of women’s
work,” she said. “I’m alerting

PAT KELLEY/THE LUMBERJACK

Carol Joroski, left, an NRPI senior, was joined in Thursday’s
women’s strike by a woman who identified herself as Gaia and
Jenifer Simpson, right, a social work junior.

all my friends to come down
here.”
The date, Oct. 14, was chosen
as Strike Day because it is the
seventy-third anniversary of the
day women were able to vote.
In an opinion article by Nicky
Maronethatran
in The New York

| Times Aug. 2, she said that a

strike day “would be an effective means to attain priority on

the national agenda.”
Marone also noted in her article that women make 69 percent of what men make in the
work place.

Recovery: Garamendi’s plan
¢ Continued from page16

tion-wide.

Quality

of care,

_ affordability, extent of coverage
health care with the president's
and personal needs were the isplan discussed by Garamendi.
sues raised by the Participants
Berte said that last year’s
in the town hall meeting.
health care reform bill signed by
The discussion
panel included:
the governor eliminated pre-exPaul Chodkowski, CEO of St.
clusion by insurance companies
Joseph and Redwood Memorial
or cancellation of insurance afHospitals; William “Alex”
ter a claim is filed.
Frazer, M.D., president of the
Garamendi answered HumHumboldt-Del Norte Medical
boldt County residents’ quesSociety; Roy Schoenberg, protions about the various options
gram manager of the Humboldt
that are being considered naSenior Resource Center; Robin

Vernig, proprietor of the Nelson
Floor Company; and Bill Burns,
executive secretary of Building
Trades Council and Operating
Engineers, a labor union. .
“Usually -there’s at least one
group or one individual that’s
satisfied and the reason why
we're all here is because there’s
virtual unanimity that no one’s
satisfied with the way health
care’s being provided now, and
that’s particularly truewith phySicians,” Frazer said.
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Nuclear reactions breed
@ “When they split those

On.

108 |

19

r, problems

-

atoms — it's hotter than
the sun.” Atomic energy
goes from boon to bust.
By Andrew Heseel

UOMBERIACK STAFF

sacanant feels neay
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power
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a process called

ain dearthtin,
Ploy
A neutron released

radioac-

tive decay may collide with
a heavy
nucleus such as uranium, causing it to

split into lighter nuclei — fission

-

ucts — and release more neutrons.

Those

neutrons in turn can cause more atoms to

split.

It’s like hitting a cluster of balls on a

pool table: the cue ball

, but it sends

some of the other balls
One or
more of those balls might hit another
cluster, and so on. That’sa chain reaction.
In a small piece of uranium, the reaction won't sustain itself because too many

neutrons fly right through it without dis1

ts.

amount of uranium needed to set

up a self.
reaction is called
“critical mass.” When a reactor “goes

critical,” the chain reaction begins. In other
words, it starts
Sometimes a
absorbed and
combines with the atom it struck to make

another isotope.
Fast neutrons tend to bounce off large
atoms, transferring only a small amount
of energy. To slow these neutrons down,
the uranium can’ be surrounded with
lightweight atoms, such as those of ordiany water.
e lightweight material, called amoderator, absorbs some of the neutrons’ energy. This slows them down, and sends
them ricocheting back into the uranium.
Slow neutrons are about:1,000 times
more likely to split nuclei when they hit.This is important because naturallya
uranium is 99.3
nt uranium-238,a heavy isotope
whic absorbs
neutrons

(turnig

into plutonium) instead

of splitting. “Enriching” uranium by increasing the proportion of devisible, or
“fissile” uranium-235 is complex and ex"pensive.
But if the neutrons are slowed down,
even a small increase
— from 0.7
t
to2or3 percent —makesa
big
difference.
Plutonium produced in the reactor can
also fission, but most of the energy output comes from uranium-235.

Too few neutron-releasing collisions
means the chain reaction
out. On

Cra ein haa

Sean

Enon mong om

at once can release so much

t the

whole assembly melts or even boils. That
can have distastrous

So, besides

moderator/

ences.

wer

lant requires some sort
to
ak up excess neutrons. Such a neutronis the element boron.
In building a nuclear reactor, the ura-

nium fuel, which =

in the form of

rected feces
ets, is

inside

rounded with moderator-material.

@ History and status of the PG&E
Humboldt
Bay reactor. Page 20.

of radiation. Unless the casing

leaks, both

alpha and beta particles will be confined
to the fuel elements.
Gamma rays and neutrons, can plough
through yards of concrete and still packa
deadly punch. Therefore, reactors must
be surrounded with a lot of protective
shielding.
With all the control rods fully embedded in the reactor core, no chain reaction
is possible. As they’re slowly withdrawn,
neutron density
inside the reactor gradually increases.
Eventually, a self-sustaining chain reaction results: each neutron lost in causmes fission is replaced by exactly one
other
fission-causing neutron.
The first large reactors, constructed
during World War II, were operated just
to turn uranium-238 into plutonium-239

for atomic bombs. The heat produced by
the chain reaction was just a nuisance to
be released into air or water.
But that heat can be used to make
steam,and steamcan power turbines that
generate electricity.
That’s the ultimate
ener
of
most
nuclear
power plants
.
today.

plenty of uranium and a
My eS

Interspersed with them are neutronabsorbent control rods, for instance, a
boron-steel alloy.
A nuclear chain reaction produces a lot

v

Ucleruatale, many of the fission
products which accumulate in the fuel
_ assemblies
absorb neutrons. Most are also

radioactive and change into different el-

ements.

The

devneeenne,

ion of the fuel becomes

ogre

ee

<helm sate

The reactor becomes ever less efficient

and stresses build up in the fuel and
casing. Eventually,
the fuel must be taken
outand
ced. It’s “
because it’s
no longer useful in a reactor. But it’s

highly

radioactive.

en the first power plants were built,
uranium was in short supply. The industry assumed that spent fuel would be
recycled: reprocessing plants would recover the unused uranium-235, just as.
plutonium had been recovered from the
wartime bomb-project reactors.
“Breeder”

reactors were also envi-

sioned, which would use a mixture of
uranium
and plutonium to “breed” more
fuel (plutonium) than they used ing was banned in 197
by
President Carter because it made plutonium more readily available.
It was hoped the United States’ example would discourage countries that
didn’t already have nuclear weapons
from building reprocessing plants.
After President Reagan rescinded the
ban in 1981 and urged the industry to
resume reprocessing, potential contractors were discouraged by new discoveries of uranium, a slowdown in reactor
construction’
and the demise of most
breeder-reactor programs.
Even with
the products
of fission reactors eventually must be
disposed.
Sooner or later, the reactor itself must be shut down. Over decades of
operation, heat and radiation take a heavy
toll on the reactor structure, and in time,
repairs become too expensive.
e issue of “decommissioning” defunct reactors — disposing of them in
such a way that the public is protected
from residual radiation and
their sites
can be returned to productive use — is

only belatedly being resolved.
ing

is tyically discussed

;
” oror S
involves
"little
“Mothballing.”
SAFSTOR
more than removing the fuel elementsand

them in a pool of water

at the plant. Some decontamination is

done, but the spent fuel and reactor remain at the site protected only by locks
and guards.
In the entombment, or ENTOMB, option concrete and steel barriers are erected
to seal in radioactive materials.
Dismantlement, or DECON, entails
disassembly of the reactor and its surrounding structure. The waste is disposed
of elsewhere and the site is thoroughly
decontaminated.
Without facilities for storage of highlevel radioactive waste such as the fuel
and reactor, DECON is not possible.
ee
is no longer considered a
viable
option for
ent di
L,
since Pegpomtene iis» ymin: ae
some of the radioactive elements within.
Mothballingis thus the de facto choice,
though
at best a temporary measure. After 50
of on-site storage, most of the
short-lived isot
will have decayed.

What remains will still be dangerous for

tens of thousands of years.
anes wc at hs nates nuclear
plants generate a
volume of lessradioactive waste. This low-level waste
includes such thingsas contaminated
gloves, mops, paper towels, coolant wa-

ter, laboratory glassware and so forth.

Low-level wastes can be stored near

the surface of the earth, with arrangements to prevent leaks into the water

table.
Several
options for disposal of highlevel wastes have been
lecte:

ing them into space or burying them beneath
the Antarctic ice cap is not practical

for different reasons.

“nna
hy rae pm

_ The favored
method is burial in holes

'

shift solution.

tes — at

a
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Seasonal Afflicted Disorder

Shining a light on S.A.D. winter blues |

@ Researchers have

found a way to help
depression sufferers out
of their dark times.
By Tina Ramser
TUMBERIACK STAFF _
Ready or not, here comes winter and
Mother Nature doesn’t have much sympathy for those who don’t like the rainy

season.

‘

carpages

. To the cold-blooded population, the
Humboldt County weather of wet streets
and grey skies is accepted without much
of a personal battle.
For those of us who dread living in the
overcast bubble, de

ten

Afflicted Disorder

ion and Seasonal

have more of a chance

Aa

to settle in.

plat

es

S.A.D. is a cyclic mood disorder characterized by fall and winter depressions
alternating in the spring and-summer
with periods of euthymia (characteristics
of normal mood responses such asjoyfulness, mental peace and tranquility) or
hypomania (a psychopathological state
characterized by optimism, excitability,
talkativeness, heightened sexual interest,
quick anger and irritability, and a decreased need for sleep).
S.A.D. patients complain of oversleeping, daytime drowsiness, increased appetite,

acraving of sweets, carbohydrates,

and other high-calorie foods, weight gain
and feelings of guilt and self-blame.

The disorder begins in the second or

third decade of life, although children

have been diagnosed.
Criteria for S.A.D. is a “seasonal pattern;” a history of at least twoconsecutive
years of fall and winter depressive epi-

sodes, ending in the spring or summer.
Since more than two-thirds of its
pa-tients have a major affective disorder,
S.A.D. may also be related to other forms
of affective illnesses.
Four-fifths of diagnosed S.A.D. patients
are female, categorized
as mildly to moderately depressed with rare suicide attempts and psychosis but with a high
degree of work and interpersonal dys-

function.

'

Women with the disorder have an increased incidence of premenstrual syndrome, which often worsens during their
winter depressive episodes.
S.A.D. women also show a seasonal
variation in birthrate that differs from the
general population.
Depression is a common reason why
people come by the Counseling
and Psychological Services, said Ken Dutro, staff
psychologist at the Psychological Services.
“S.A.D. is a well-recognized form of
depression,” he said. “A majority of
people don’t recognize that they have it.”
Depressive episodes typically end in
the spring and are frequently succeeded
by symptoms opposite to those seen in
the winter.
While S.A.D. patients with a history of
summer hypomania do not necessarily
experience those symptoms every summer, they usually comment on the differences between their “summer and winter
selves.”

Studies done by the National Institute
of Mental Health exposed S.A.D. patients
to eight bright white full-spectrum fluorescent lamps (Vitalite 40 Watt) behind a

neutral density plastic diffusing screen.
Patients were placed three feet in front
of the light box while reading or doing
desk work.

Approximately 80 percent of S.A.D.

tients responded to

Phototherapy, the use of lightas a treatment, can be a cure for depressive disorders. The approach involves regular ex—— from two to six hours a day by
right light.

lee

Findings raise the question of a pos-

sible relationship between light, depression and the bape a of eyesight.
The secretion of melatonin, a hormone
produced by the pineal gland, was

strongly influenced

by - oa

ocunedwithinthree “S-A.D.isawell-

— "“f.achtonte the

oe

i

t

ure

'e

wavedarerite recognized form of sys {he pineal

spectrum light for 2@PTession. A

ao

based on the aede-:
;
arbuatonoe
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was

sire to gee the ed

trum

of

sunlight

within the feaseain Vi

=
used,

but whether or
not they produce the

don’t recognize
:

evidence of physical damag' @ko the eye

because of the mupleahinn to the lights. .
Light activates the metabolism of vitamin D and, in turn, calcium metabolism.
Shifts in calcium have been associated

Eines wired-

vision of the =

vous system where

epinephrine and

KEN DUTRO ino ortant new.
rotransmitters

HSU Psychological Services
Psychologist

same positive results
is unknown because they have not been
tested with S.A.D. patients.
The patients should be maintained on
phototherapy until the onset of spring,
although some need the use of lights until
the beginning of summer. Withdrawals
lead to a relapse of S.A.D. symptoms.
Side affects of treatment include head-

with depressive states.

that

they have it.”

subside.
8
But inside this dark, dreary hole there 44 The National Eye Institute found no

is a light at the end of the tunnel.

portant.

phowthiripy.

aches and eye strain, but will generally

Here comes the sun

The effect may be triggered regardless
of actual visual perception of light, but
doctors have found retinal activity is im-

affect mood.

that

The pineal gland
may be the seat of our internal clock. Its

secretions of melatonin cycles over a 24hour period, being up at night and down
during the day.
Manipulating the light and dark cycle
can affect the melatonin cycle.
Changes in the photoperiod viewed
through the eyes and received by the
pineal body

will produce changes in epi-

nephrine and norepinephrine which will
in turn produce mood changes.
Humans show’
seasonal pattériis ‘in
birthrate, hemoglobin and hormonal levels, mortality and suicide.
Like rhythms of behavior in animalis,
human seasonal changes may be influenced by the duration of sunshine.

Humboldt Bay plant houses nuclear legacy
nuclear reactor.

By Ray Larsen
SCIENCE EDI!

Humboldt

°

Bay PG&E

Plant

manager Peter Rigney touts the
safety of the nuclear core stillonsite at the Eureka plant, despite
the area’s seismic history.
“If there’s an earthquake in
HumboldtCounty,theoneplace
I want to be where I'll feel really
safe is sitting on top of that building,” Rigney said, pointing toward

the

decommissioned

was the first commercial reactor

operating in the United States.

Rcexcai(

Roses are gray, violets are black, It's just not the

| DEMONSTRATION

same withcolor,
out
is it?

|

|

SATURDAY,

OCT.

the seismology were all still developing sciences — as they are
today.”

1976 for periodic refueling.
PG&E had agreed with the
All previous nuclear reactors
Nuclear Regulatory Commiswere basically demonstration
“For the time it was built, it sion to do major seismic upnever restarted.
models built mainly by the govwas fine,” Rigney said. The
gradesatthesite. These included
Although Rigney did not ar- ernment.
Humboldt Bay reactor at full upgrading the 13-year-old refurive at the plant until 1986, he
Humboldt Bay was the first power put out 65 megawatts,
eling building to meet seismic
has his own opinion of why the _ privately built, owned and opwhich isenough power for65,000 _ safety criteria.
reactor was permanently shut
erated facility, and its age was _ people.
Rigney said the engineers had
down.
showing in the mid-70s.
Rigney admitsbytoday’sstansome problems with redesign“It depends on who you talk
“You figure the design ofthis
dards the reactor was tiny but it ing the structure and ended up
to,” Rigney said, “but I think it reactor happened somewhere
was the size required by the building another structure over
was an economic question.”
back in the late 50s to early 60s,”
county at the time.
The Humboldt Bay reactor
Rigney said. “The engineering,
The reactor was shut down in
See Nuclear, page 21
The Eureka reactor was in operation from 1963 to 1976 when
it was closed for refueling and
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Professor aids island nation
@ Geologist maps
Guam to help the
people manage
their resources.

“I made the map so they had
something to work with When
they had meetings with other
governments,” Kilmer said.
“Limestone is Guam’s biggest
resource,” Kilmer said.
Limestone is used in several
forms
for construction.
By Pat Kelley
:
STAFF IAEK
COMBER
Large rocks are used for marinas and breakwaters.
Emeritus Geology Professor
Itisalso broken into gravel for
Frank Kilmer, knowsthe
upsand | roads and ground into sand for
downs of Guam better than the concrete and other construction
local government.
uses, he said.
“Guam is a very beautiful
“On Guam most of the buildplace,” said Kilmer who joined
ings are concrete because they
the HSU faculty in 1964.
(have to) stand up to the tyKilmer also taught at the Unihoons and earth
the isor of Guam from 1986 to
and is subject to,” Kilmer said.
1991
Last month the island was hit
decane:
by a quake that measured 8.1 on
in the communi
.
the Richter scale.
cal people, the C saaeba, Wee
“No buildings collapsed,”
very nice,” Kilmer said. “I got Kilmer said. “A couple of hotels
drawn into
will have to be lle down but
One of the things Kilmer was
none collapsed and nobody was
‘drawn into wasconsulting
work killed.”
for the territorial governor's of“Teaching at the university
fice.
offered some unique
opportuni“They had no geologist workties,” Kilmer said.
eano— the government,” Kilmer
graphic vessels came in
sai
larly and I could take my stuGuam a 32 mile-long island in dents down. to the ship to see
the southwest Pacific
isa actual core samples from the
U.S. territory with a population
ocean bottom.
of 130,000 people.
“One nice thing that happened
“When they got technical
was meeting up with a couple of
documents in they had nobody
HSU students who were workto read them,” he said.
ing aboard the oceanographic
Kilmer said the governor
research vessel, Resolution,”
asked the president of the uni- Kilmer said.
versity to sit in on the scientific
Kilmer also got involved in
committee meetings ,but the trying to help the local teachers
president didn’t havetime,sohe
teach science
at Guam’s fivehigh
asked Kilmer.
schools.
Kilmer, who received his docHe and another professor
torate from UC Berkeley, sat in
on meetings like the Southern
Pacific Island States Resource
Conference, which discussed
resource use across the Pacific
' Ocean.
“Isat in on these meetings and
talked about the geology and
mineral resource ——
of

8
about

Nuclear

two years making a video
the island’s geology and

distributed it to the teachers.
Kilmer is no stranger to workng overseas. He did research in

pan in 1971 and 1975.
om 1978 to 1981 Kilmer did
research in Taiwan on a
grant
from the National Science Foundation.
While in Taiwan he was asked

to

spend a semester teaching at

the

oe

wt Seoul in ee

Korea w

Iped

u

the school’s ueeibeer

e

In 1982, Kilmer went to Ger-

many to teach in a Universityof
Maryland
am that offers military bases

oan

“It was very rewarding to
work with the young service
.
Kilmer said.
y were very motivated
students.”
Kilmer also spent time teaching on a military base on the
island of Sicily, located in the
Mediterranean Sea.
Kilmer said he is returning to
Guam for two months in Janu-

ary to visit and finish some research.
“I'm working on some stratigraphic
” Kilmer said.
Stratigraphy, the studyof layering of the rocks, and

n-

=
, the study of prehistoric
a
are Kilmer’s —

face of instrumentation. up-

© Continued from page 20

grades
and increased
personnel
requirements,
PG&E be-

it.

“Basically you have two
buildings holding it,” Rigney
said. “You've got a foot thick
of reinforced concrete and
huge I-beams holding it all

gan to look at other methods

of meeting thecounty’s needs.
“They looked eal said
‘there’s cheaper ways to do it
when you eee
watts,>” Ri

“We started all the up-

The Husbelde | Bay plant

grades in 1976 and were still
working on them in ‘79,”

employs two fossil fuel genae
two 737 jet &
gines that collectively
are
pable of cranking out 135

Rigney said. “In March of 79,
Three Mile Island hit. From

—

on the whole industry

Humboldt County requires
135-140 megawatts during

ed. 0

ae

the incident at the

nuclear reactor at Three Mile
Island, Penn., where radioac-

ie

tive steam was released into
the environment, the NRC

pe

ae

wer

off two 115,000 Gee oe

lines that link into the

required that all nuclear fa-

Intertie, a

Pacific

net that in-

tertwines the western North

cilities have an
neer on
hand at all times who can

overview the operation and

American continent.
:
“That
can
be com-

monitor the reactor.
“If
‘re Diablo Canyon
with 2,200
watts of in-

Oregon “ ot

ing ek

in 2,200

watts.

or .

way

stalled power, that’s one person

from British,
down to

Mexico;anywhereth

is fl

If

you’re Humboldt Bay, that’s
one person in 65 megawatts,”
’ Rigney said.
“That's like adding a second driver to your automobile compared to adding a
second pilot to your jet.”
As the cost benefits of using the reactor to produce
power began to slide in the

” Rigney sai

“Everyday about 3 p. mM.

sit in San Francisco
and

d
t
around the
Western
United States and
broker power for the next
day,”
he said. “It’s important
that people understand how
power is generated and realize how much of an island we
are up here.”

"Theelwates Bio-Stratigraphy, an u
ivision genac education course in Paleon-

tology.

He also teaches labs in general geology at HSU.
Lumbpberjac
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Guam,” Kilmer said.

~

Kilmer also made a geologic |
of potential resources
in Guam’‘s Exclusive Eco-

2 for 1
Frozen xogurt

connie Zone for the people of
Guam.
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AN EVENING OF JAZZ WITH

RENOWNED SWISS PIANIST.

4

Program to include works of Liszt, Paderewsky, Buhler and Rousseau.

10S

$10 All Tickets / Fulkerson Recital Hall -
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VALENTINE’S DAY
IN
NOVEMBER!
Enjoy a romantic dinner for
two at Abruzzi or the Plaza
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Grill, before Ballet Florida,
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The greatest love story ever told, performed as you've never seen it before.
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FAR Pliés
FROM tutus
No longer typical ballet, erotic
movements and strobe lights

make David Parsons Dance
Company more than “just —
another dance troupe”
—

If you've

thought of ballet as a

bunch of

ila.

tip-toe per-

formers all doing the

re in for an exciting

-

change:

,

;

tl

yeti New York City-tesed David Par-

eles

at

sons Dance Company arrives
in the Van

LISA
ts So
o
can
fly.
|
York,isknownfor
New
of
Taylor
Paul
with
dancer
thelead
“Pagers,
}
"His
1
vorary issues ,
ee
h en Aertaining Dis Godiancte witk'tehd aiiiedcinovemants.
while
Justas the audience settles into a secure pattern of movement, Parsons evolves
the emotional
paths of the dance, diverging to challenge not only his dancers but
the audience as well.
_ The company
of eight dancers was assembled by Parsons in 1987. Critics said
Parsons’ decision to
leave Taylor's company and start what they claimed was
“just another dance troupe.
However, Parsons has continued to
audiences not only with his

choreography,
but with his

signature solo

performances
as well.

Dances such as “Tower”
explore the conflict between art and politics. Dancers

move with a deliberate uncensored movement against a statuesque babble of
words loudly debating government
funding of “trash.”
,

Parsons’ solo dance, “Caught” is a movement of electronic music using a

strobe

age
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He creates the illusion of being
in air. When the strobe flashes,

Parsons gives the illusion
of floating in air,

then “caught” by the eye as he moves like a

review,

gazelle,

.

ment of

Dance Company
‘| Where:
Van Duzer Theatre
When: Oct. 28 at & p.m.

across the stage. The excite-

“sequences is where he will

i cen eeediohniais
e is “A Hairy
Night on Bald Mountain.”
createsa
parody of old horror films with an
op

that finds Death waving fiendishlyat

Tickets: $16 general, $12

audience. The slapstick scenario,

students,

:

ind organpgm
a
pn
- seasonal piece. “Rocky Horror” fans beware. ~
Inan interview with The New York Times, Parsons said,” I wanted hot

dancersandImeanhot.
“I wanted dancers with training both in modern and ballet. They also had

e
me as a choreogsince part of their job is to learn how to inspir
to be creative,

"*Parsns has ben commbsiond to choregraph pieces for tha “Bathe.” an
“and Mikhail Baryshinikov’s

Israeli balletcompany, the “National Ballet of
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of the Chrysler Building, 800 feet above Manhattan’s

At dusk, with a panoramic view of New York, a muscular Parsons was cited
asadancer not contented tobe somebody else’s choreographic vessel—and with
a view like that who could blamehim.
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and coordinete his
Parsons’ grace- snd build enables him ea to balance
.
|
Wovements during hie elehorate performances.
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Parsons is also credited with his now-famous “Vanity Fair” spread, in which
a garphotographer Annie Leibowitz draped the virtually nude dancer over
Lexington
on
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company, “The American Ballet Theatre.”
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Emmylou Harris

_—

Country singer rambles to new beat

By Miki Peterson

She has been called many
things in her life — her newest
name is the Godmother of the
New Traditionalist movement.
- Herlatestalbumis “Co
’s
Prayer,” which was re!
last
month. After nearly two decades of
her style of

country music,
her newest band

4 isEmmylouHarrisand
the Nash
Ramblers. .
Harris has cut seven number
4

one and
27 Top

10 hits over
the

course of her

career. She

has released 22 al
, eight
gold and one platinum
and has
received
six Grammy Awards.
In the new album
she com-

| bines her usual rock style with
bluegrass
and her first attempt at
A
Asa

‘60s

Harris

duo,

eventu-

student
in the late

sang with a folk

ally moving to
Greenwich

~ Village, N.Y.,
to try to break
intoa
sional

Saturdays 4-9pm

PT

attention

of

Pina

CTT

COlAdAS.....ccccccccccccsseeso$1

on

0.50

« Order anyof the above Pitchers and you'll
receive Flesta Appetizers!

Mondays 4-9pm

Tam

EMMYLOU HARRIS

singer

to admit — that country

music

can be learned. Heronly early

re to country was the
music her brother played on his
record player. Harris was interested in folk music and blues,
until she met Parsons.
Parsons and Harris toured tountil 1973 when he died
of a drug overdose.
“After he was gone, I wanted
to carry on with what I though
he wanted me to do,” Harris
said, “bringing certain elements
of folk music,
with its emphasis on the
lyric, trying
eclecticthings,
Harris and Nash
but
always
coming back to

Where: Van Duzer Theatre
When: Sundayat 7 and 9 p.m.
Tickets: $20 general, $15 students

that

electric

country base.”
Harris

Available: University Ticket Office,

formed thelegWorks in Arcata and Eureka,
and was evenendary
Hot
New Outdoor Store.
tually “discovBand.
The
ered” byGram Parsons. Parsons,
band specialized in “traditional,
formerly a member
of the Byrds
hard-core country music with a
and founderof the Flying Burrito
rock ‘n’ roll attitude.”
Brothers, was hailed as a pioAbout three years
ago, Harris
neer in the country-rock movedeveloped
a bron
infection
ment.
which limited her vocals and
Harris proves something that made it difficult for her to comnot many country musicians
like pete with the band’s loud, agthe club circuit .

Pitchers of Margaritas
‘
$9.75
Pitchers of Sangria Wine w/ Fresh Fruit..$8.00
$10.75
Pitchers of Mal Tal’s
Pitchers

music

career,
Harris drew

Who: Emmylou
* Ramblers

“I’m back in bluegrass
school now and when
youre in bluegrass school
you just bop ’til you drop.”

THE

gressive electric sound.
“Itreally weakened my voice,”
Harris said. “It made me realize
how much I had to work
to sing
over the top of the electric instruments.
“And it also made
me face the
fact that I was really tired of
what I was doing,” she said.
Harris formed the acoustic
band Emmylou Harris and the
Nash Ramblers. She
rearranging her old hits for the mandolin instead of the electric guitar and pedal steel.
“Thope to
this band forever and even longer,” Harris
said. “I’m so into this band and
all the things they do with minimal amount of instrumentation.
The sound of the acoustical instruments allows me to have a
little more vocal room.
“I can’t imagine ever not singing,” she said. “I’m backin bluegrass school now and when
you're in bluegrass school you
just bop ‘til you drop.”
Harris’ success has given her
more thari the admiration of her

fans. She has been inducted in
the Grand Ole Opry and is
dent of the Country Music
dation — a big change from her
figctjobien. Nedievilisenesnanbalae

WELCOME

INN

presents

BrLL MorrissEy
“Evoking in dead-on detail life's quiet epiphanies and small cataclysms, Bill Morrissey is a true

naturalist storyteller -- and perhaps one of the best songwriters we have." -- Rolling Stone

“The Big Guys” 22o0z’ers
Anderson Valley Boont Amber Ale

“Bill Morrissey is perhaps the finest songwriter currently working in the
contemporary folk genre." -- Houston Chronicle
with

Frep NEIGHBOR AND Joyce Houcu

Anderson Valley Poleeka Pale Ale
Mendocino Red Seal Ale
Downtown Brown Ale

«> With your purchase of any of the above E Guys,
enjoy our All You Can Eat “HOT DOG BAR”
for 99¢*

I).

unplugged and sassy
and special host

PETER BUCKLEY
Humboldt County's Irish Catholic Buddha

November 1, 8:00 pm
Casa de Qué Pasa and LIVE! on KHSU-FM 90.5 Arcata
Tickets $8 advance, $10 at the door
-

“We're Your Late Night Restaurant”
- LIM

3

CJ

Bi

Dog

Bal

Plates

per

special.

Available at Wildwood Music or by calling 826-6081

Lynch’s daughter bombs
in morbid ‘Boxing Helena’
Name: Steve Irion

Movie

“Boxing
Helena” is.a visually

Putges yee) antecan
actors

0

naw rwhatikesteidetane

bis
Review
lm: "Boxing Helena

Year: Graduate student
Age:27

Director: Jennifer Lynch

thetics, it lacks in substance..
Written and directed

nifer Lynch,
Lynch, the

Major: Theater Arts
Discipline: Dramatic Writing
Show:

Seume:
Shetiyn Fenn. Asan |

terof David
of film surreal-

original one act play in Gist Hall opening Nov. 5.

Where: Minor Theatre

Tickets: $4.50

:

e Why he wanted fo be a playwright: “I've always .

ism,
. film
sete

is not
a

of his affection.

gen
ra.

a View”) plays Nick Cavana

a rich, successful surgeon

becomes obsessed with Helena
after a o
t stand.
Helena is a rich, seductive
who

short time ... not pump them with a message.”

The director scatters sculp-

eroticism.
—
Julian Sands (“A Room With

tem:

wanted to take people away from their reality for a

tures of beautiful alabaster
women, one of which looks like

Pecks fame, the film mimics
daddy Lynch’s view of morbid

wants

to do with Nick, who has become a whiney lovesick puppy.
The viewer almost immediately loses
ct for Nick and
his pathetic pleas for affection.
e film is a tribute to Fenn’s
beauty.
Her green eyes, pointed
brows and pouty smile are the
object of Nick’sunrequited
adoration.

Unfortunately for Nick, her

beauty is only skin deep and
does not hint to her callousness

“Learning
to Ski,” an

eWhere he gets his ideas : °... probably
from too
much
free time. There are ideas happening ail the

the Venus de Milo, as if to subtly
hint toHelena's grisly future.
Eventually Nick wises Ts
or cracks up—and realizes Helena doesn’t love him the way

time, every second. You simply need to reach out
and grab the ones you like going by.’
e His wiiling preferences:“| prefer comedy. Actually,

he'd like her to and decides to

television — that’s really where my passion lies.

callyremoveherarms,
thus
g her totally dependent
on him.
The film becomes quite stale
at this point.
Nick’s colleagues wonder
where he is, Helena’s estranged
boyfriend is looking for her and
the viewer gets bored to tears
watching Helena sit on Nick's
dining table like a
plant.
As if to say “Well, where do
we go from here?” the director
throws in the towel with a copout ending which leaves the audience totes cheated.

eHis ideal place: “It sounds comy but somewhere

toward the men in her life.

after
| graduate, I’m going to try writing sitcoms for

where

| can teach and raise a family and sudmit

writing projects. | chose to be a teacher so | could be

a good family man and have summers off with my
kids.

we

e What he dislikes about theater: “| think theater tends

to be artsy. If you’re going to endorse someone
to get
a degree
in writing ... you should be taught how you

can make money with this craft.’
His biggest obstacle: “Time. You never
have enough
time.”
— Reported
by Brenda Bishop

+

There is a welcome
cameo a)
pearance made by ‘60s folk
singer, Art Garfunkel, who

plays a surgeon.

3b
ye:

Nick’s obsession gets the best

of him while jogging, andhe

2

his way to Helena’s home,
finds

EGP

watch Helena undress in front
apne
or
Helena”
ember, “Boxing

Be

lost

is the film Kim Dak

$8.9 pepe oe ene om
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Helenahas an on-again,of
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ity.

,

ain relation

Morrisonove”), a Jim
comp
an

Se

tiaras

minal, spoiled itch withnofeel-

r

ings, but unfortunately, theau-

dience never findsoutwhy she

is jaded and evil.

ci

After anencounter

Helenaleaveshurriedlyintothe
street.
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The Lumberjack

Horror flick made in Humboldt County
shoots for gory but ends up corny
pt

nae

Something wicked this way
comes.
“Dark Carnival,” filmed and
uced in Humboldt County,

t the screen with its world
Friday at the Minor

sae

”

ae

ee

CTICK ETS: 41M AT THE DOOR - CHILDREN Unc12en
FRE!
DOORS Open AT 6:30

- Fun,

FOOD Stagrs at 7:00 em

tigious event started

st

for the cast

and crew at the
Grill.
People milled about in black
tuxedos and evening gowns and
tasted the finger sandwiches
out on the tables.
Actor Gallen Carroll wore a
white lace gown with his guest,
Michelle Cortez, in a suit. The
pres
estanghaseveryoneconted each other for making
Feteto the silver screen.
A white limousine waited outside to transport the guests to the
Minor Theatre — two blocks
away
— where the restless crowd
waited to catch a glimpse of the

PHOTO

INFORMATION
Car

FO e\\\ Wi

ee \\\Wenv el

CALL

KMUD

OFFICE

AT

923-2515

ByYTan
-‘*9 3

The first trip for the limo held
producer EricWorthingtonand
hispartner, Kathleen et ne
They si
outintothe right
lights and cheers while bulbs
flashed.
stars.
All this glamour and glitz
Peggy Molloy, director of
does not sugges the movie is to
publicity, stood at the
be taken seriously. The opening
front with a
night’s events
microphone =
nc,
were meant to
Reel
to egg on the
= fun at Hol-

ae

In a few
trips the limo
delivered the
castand crew
to the theater.
A red carpet

was

spread

out

Flim: “Dark Camivatl’
Director: Eric Worthington,
jeen Bymes
; Lynnie Horrigan
Where: The Minor Thectre

to walk.

ead

Pho
phers
up beside
the aoe and held eek the
crowd.
Tickets wi

those who
a flash.

lridays 4

HTT

Every Friday we feature a Special Premiere Draft Ale
or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50
and keep the monogrammed pint glass! A\l refills
are $2.50 per pint. Come with friends, order a pitcher

for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed pint glasses
DOS

os

rare
ie

a

Ye

reewe

ee

*
gets ay se ope
sel thettee eet

When you order the special draft, enjoy our
Happy Hour Appetizer Special

“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50!

i ey

...fefills are just $5 a pitcher.
SEE

Inside the theater the seats

filled up with
rowdy people.

When the lights
went down all
the seats were

filled.

from the left entrance
of the theater to the sidewalk
for the stars

ven away to
ta camera
and

OF ERIC WORTHINGTON

“Dark Carnival” celebrated its world premiere at the Minor
Theatre with a limo, an emcee and people in the aisies.

~<A BENEFIT FOR REDOWOO00 COMMUNITY RADIO~

FOR MORE

COURTESY

Some

people chose to stand at the rail
of the balcony
and watch, a few
people decided to siton thebalcony steps, one female decided
to lie down in the aisle and pass
out. During the movie she was
carried outside by her friends.
The movie, a potential cult
film, was corny — so bad thatit

was
One of the good things about it
was its special siete sulk asa
basket beside a guillotine with a
head blinking or a scene whih
blood squirts out of wounds and
a mutilated corpse hanged from
a post.
If blood and gore is what you
want you won’tbedisappointed.
If that doesn’t make you
queasy the psychological aspects
of the film will.
Claustrophobia, stalking and
a glimpse into the room where
Karla, played by HSU alumna
Lynnie rie
slices off the
private parts of a male sacrifigg,

played by Carroll.

HSU alumnus Larry Crist did
not disappoint the crowd with
his role as the health inspector.
The film was produced in
Humboldt County but don’t expect
to glimpse scenesof the area
in the film.
The movie is shot entirely inside the set from the moment the
cast enters until the end when a
few members of the cast leave.

Touchdown!
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Freshman Percy McGee rushed for 119 yards and scored two touchdowns in Saturday's loss to Sen
yu Francisco State. “When | cross that line It's time to celebrate,” McGee said. “When I've got the ball
I don’t think about anything, just running, ee
rene

| PHOTOS BY JON CHOWN / SPORTS EDITOR

Walker towers over
her competition

HSU soccer team

HBHSU star distance

all-American

Denise

Walker, a wildlife senior used up her
ty in the spring and isin

eof riences

sea-

again with a bachelor’s:

age 14 when his family moved to the

son.
Walker wants to make the most of her
last three races as a
jack and

plans to finish her

career with

_-conference championship in cross
,” Walker said.
We
er is a favorite to win the Northern California
Athletic Conference title
OE
ee Se
ee
ane eee
good chance
regional race
as well. “I'm going to
on the line
and
aie aed ies

an

pity in Aesto
San

rte

and other top =

Wie
int

Crt
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HSU at the invitational.
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eee
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aoe

_ Humboldt Track Club, an independent
group of HSU track and cross country

alumni.

Walker wants to establish
her-

self
as an international caliber runner
eT

“This
ward
to the U

on looking for-

w

2

the game.

Trek and Pleld Neton:

See Walker,
page 30

Exley’s slove
love for the game and aalittle
litt!

that was a basketball pla
whim,
decided tot
north with his friend.
I’ve loved

U.S. Soccer

Federation's

oer.

coaching
soccer.
Coaches are

luck eventually
t him to HSU.
HSU recruited a friend of —.

“And

game.
Hehcbisthe

gland,

a

|

the

So | was raised on

— maesrove me there three da ysa
Week to train and took me everywhere
for matches to keep me involved in the

Ce

UCLA a seventh place

i

.

my father was
very commit-

ceacakiodeose hal Gaal we same ot

sik

player In En

Francisco,”

“Fortunately

Wes

League.
Exley
said he didn’t play much and
was
y because the
coach wasan
like himself.

professional

ethnic
y

The Saturday's
&
icceni te Ban Une Chiao,

neo

San Francisco Bay Area.
Bust the bench provided a greai appar
“My father wasa
player
tunity for
in England, so I was raised on the
“It allowed mea chance to observea
game,” Exley said.
ee
“When I came here there wasn’t
much soccer.
Exley
In fact there
o8
knows
was ee
My father was a
pony about

akick. “I wantto
take it. ’ ve never taken

school tof

played on the team until he
saya
1973 with a bachelor’s
egreein
Mathematics.
u-

Originally from England, soccer
9
aa a
has found ahomeat
, his family
and a naie endetamaen
Exley came to the United Statesat

all-American
title as she finishes her last
season at HSU.

fash batind

;

By Jon Chown

Seven-time

soccer a colle-

SPORTS EDITOR

Walkerison
her way to hereighthNCAA

ere

instrumental
oe
in.oa
sport
in T

over bland, domestic
brands of soccer.

sree
the

soccer
also arrived. Exley
was a member of the soccer club in 1969 and was

prefers British import.

runner is in the final year
of her elibility.

track

Englishman brings
native style to HSU

it (Humboldt

County) ever sitice,” Exley said.

.
F,
sAcertification
pay
roe, Spe seo ohne
in the United States, ut Exley has
por

phi
cigan 4
not pg
see ieirpowe
coaching

ge
‘
vecertainly had offers from Divi-

ein bona Exley said. “I came
back to Humboldt to coach because it’s
Humboldt State. Having been here.
frou the start of the program i sesily
means
a lot to me.”

It is no coincidence that soon after

Exley’sarrival
at HSU, inter-collegiate

See Exley,
page 30
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Horror flick made in Humboldt County
shoots for gory but ends up corny
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Something wicked this way

comes.
“Dark Carnival,”

filmed and

eas in Humboldt County,
t the screen with its world
miere Friday at the Minor
atre.

The

ous event started

uleaae

for the cast

and crew at the

Grill.

People milled about in black
tuxedos and evening gowns and
tasted

the finger sandwiches
out on the tables.
Actor Gallen Carroll wore a

WORTHINGTON
OF ERIC ESY
PHOTO COURT
“Dark Carnival” celebrated its world premiere at the Minor

white lace gown with his guest,
Michelle Cortez, in a suit. The

energy washighaseveryonecon-

Theatre with a limo, an emcee and people in the aisies.
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it to the silver screen.
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queasy the psychological aspects

gai
Inside the theater the seats

|Ot
Claustrophobia, stalking and

a glimpse into the room where

filled up with
rowdy people.

Karla, played by HSU alumna
Lynnie Horrigan, slices off the

are $2.50 per pint. Come with friends, order a pitcher
for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed pint glasses

:

Review
Film : “Dark Carival’
Director: Eric Worthington.
_ Kathleen Byres

feitring: Lynnie Horrigan

A red car- | Where: The Minor Theatre

pet

was

...fefills are just $5 a pitcher.
—E
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When you order the special draft, enjoy our

Happy Hour Appetizer Special
“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50!

If that doesn’t make

you

When the lights _ private partsof a male sacrifiggy

went down all
the seats were

played by Carroll.

| HSU alumnus Larry Crist did

filled.
Some _ not disappoint the crowd with
people chose to stand attherail _ his role as the health inspector.
of the balcony and watch, a few

The film was

uced in

to walk.

people decided to sitonthebal-

Photographerslined upbeside
the carpet and held back the

cony steps, one femaledecided _ pect
to glimpse scenes
of the area
toliedownintheaisleand pass __ in the film.

crowd.

out. During the movie she was

Tickets were
those who
a flash.

Every Friday we feature a Special Premiere Draft Ale
or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50
and keep the monogrammed pint glass! A\\ refills

a post.
__If blood and gore is what you
wantyou won’tbedisappointed.
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was good.
§ Oneofthegood thingsaboutit
was its special effects such as a
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waited to catch a glimpse of the _ flashed.
blood squirts out of wounds and

CTICK ETS: $1 AT THE DOOR — CHmDREN
UNcER 12 FREE!
Doors Open at 6:30

blocks

away—wheretherestlesscrowd

ELTUROLV OCCTROTER EIS
at

two

The first tripforthelimoheld
producerEricWorthingtonand
hispartner, Kathleen nea

given away to
ta camera and

carried outside by her friends.
The movie, a potential cult
film, was corny — so bad thatit

Humboldt County

but don’t ex-

The movie is shot entirely in-

_side the set from the moment the
cast enters until the end when a
few members of the cast leave.

Touchdown!

Freshman Percy McGee rushed for 119 yards and scored two touchdowns In Saturday's loss to Sen
a Francisco State. “When | cross that line it’s time to celebrate,” McGee said. “When I've got the ball |
I don’t think about anything, just running, scoring and celebrating.”

PHOTOS BY JON CHOWN / SPORTS EDITOR

Walker towers over

her competition

Englishman brings
native style to HSU
HSU soccer team

WBHSU star distance

prefers British import.

runner is in the final year

_ instrumentalin making soccer a colle-

giate sport in 1970.

over bland, domestic

of her elibility.

.

brands of soccer.

oe

played on the team until he
cay mg
1973 with a age

egreein

Seven-time

all-American

Denise

Pre pee
ea

d, soccer
eon
cen
his family
and a narete
onsien
Exley came to the United States at

all-American
title as she finishes her last
season at HSU.
Walker, a eee

track Jey

in

eee

spring

is in

the middle of her last cross country sea-

plans to finish her coll

career with

a conference championship in cross
” Walker said.
Wi
is a favorite
to win the Northern California
Athletic Conference title
0
ee
eee
good chance of taking the regional race

y

ted

‘Walker
a hoping to ln bar HOO
running career with a national title.

St Waar wan aie he

_ Humboldt Track Club,an independent

Cal Poly was the only Division I
schoolto beat HSU at the invitational.

of HSU track and cross

Walker expects the Cal Poly team to

he regional mest in

MTTIIe siete anecha
uating and

sour Salers

ich the team a a member
of the

y because the

pciena provided
oiaee a pela
great

tunity for Exley.

—

“It allowed mea chance to observea
aoe

.

My father was a

so | was raised on

At last Saturday’s
Invitational in San Luis
aaa

era

was drafted

self
as an international
caliber runner
wees ie bes Few

-.

“This
ward to the U.

on looking forted ent maa

Me

See Walker,
page 30

y

the

:

comunit-

to

game.”

k

Exley

professional
Hebokds ane
he
player in England, a

to

re

finish behind,
and other
top Division
I schools. Walker
took fifth
individually
to beat all other NCAC finishers.

~~ Exley said he didn’t play much and

play in the
ethnic

I want to win,

chance to prove her stuff to some
Seaton tusttare on the Wet Coast. She
led the
to a seventh place

American Soccer

:

to win. And I’m
Sa

|

in

In fact there
was imesty

as well. “I'm going to step on the line

expecting ene

now defunct North

San Francisco
Bay Area.
“My father wasa
stile
in England, so I was raised on the
game,” Exley said.

akick. “I wantto takeit. I’ve never taken

u-

from

age 14 when his family moved to the

son.
Walker wants to make the most of her
last three races as a
and

Mathematics.

again with a bachelor’s

By Jon Chown
SPORTS EDITOR

Walker ison her way to hereighth
NCAA

realy pus

soccer also arrived.
was amember of the soccer
dub in 1969
and was

plenty about

oer.
coa ching

soccer. |

Coaches are

the

certified A

gameanddrove metherethreedaysa
weekto train and took me everywhere

throughF. Exley’sA certification qualifies him to coach at any level of soccer

game.
Exley’s love for the game and alittle

ould
at
sen
Heseallcoqching
sat
where else.
.

for matches to keep me involved in the
luck eventually

HSU recruiteda

t him to HSU.

friend of Ona

that was a basketball
pla
whim,
oor Bo
north with
aeI’ve nites pe
9
(Humboldt
County) ever since,”

.

said.

It is no coincidence ae soon after
Exley’sarrival
at HSU, inter-collegiate

in the United States, but Exley
has
not see

an

“Tvecertainly had offers from Division I schools,” Exley said. “I came

back to Humboldt to coach because it’s
Humboldt State. Having been here.
from the start of the program it really
means
a lot to me.”

See Exley,
page 30

|

Cross Country team
exceeds expectations
m@ Runners hold

their own against
stiff competition.

Syn
twee
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL UNDEFEATED
INTRAMURAL
TEAMS!!!
“A”? Soccer: THI Humboldt

“BB” Soccer: Cameroon
“A” Volleyball: Combinations; Liners
‘B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats
‘‘B” Basketball: Lazzar; Gym Rats
““C”? Basketball: No Teams
Women’s Basketball: Above the Rim

Sun. Softball: No Teams
Mon. Softball: Schtumpy; Kurkels
Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s
Wed. Softball: Blazers; Mission Impossible
Thurs. Softball: No Teams

_ DROP-IN
RECREATION

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm
Sun. 1:30-4:30pm

The Jacks were honored with

the chance to compete in the
University Division race, a division consisting of the nine
most competitive teams at the
meet.

“B” Soccer: Weidemann; Team 10

|

HSU’s nationally ranked
yaaa
wae oF te
squads
a
at
eageaed eoaou silent weekend at the Cal Poly SLO Invitational.

Coach Dave Wells had low
expectations
when he predicted
the outcome of the race.
“We'll be happy
if we beat
anybody,” it
j
when
ha ols wicke tien te men’s
raceand seventhin the women’s
competition.

They finished behind such
werhouses as U.C.L.A., Cal
keley, and host Cal Poly.
One individual surprise was
the performance of sophomore
Dave Wasserman, who finished
first among HSU runners and
was named
NCAC Male Athlete of the Week.
Wasserman entered the meet
asme fourth —_ er on the
depth
chart,so his performance
was definitely encouraging for
himself and the team.
“1 always start the season
slow and try to peak for the

|

more
important
Wasserman said.

meets,”

“Coach Wells has purpose-

fully worked us in this way so
we can be
for conference, regionals and nationals,”

he said.
The team’s depth was hurt

when tworunners were stricken
by illness.
Rio Anderson in particular
would normally have finished
much higher. Other runners
stepped up, like Jon Coxford

who finished fifth among

the

Lumberjack runners,
team was minimally hurt.

the

~ ‘The Fall Ball Classic softball .
tournament, previewing HSU’s
new

softball

, is

sched-

uled for this weekend at the

Arcata Sports Complex. —
The teams will compete in
round robin play
against

Sonoma State and Western Oregon. The final is scheduled
for
2p.m.onSunday.
.
anemia for = week- .

individuals didn’t run to form,

is
’s Hoopster
5-man scramble golf event.
The tournament starts at 9

ter than
ed
Senior Denise Walker led the
women’s team once again with

men’s basketball team.

“The team really covered it-

self well,” Wells said.

“Some

but the team as a whole did bet-

a fifth place overall finish.
Junior Karin Merritt finished
twelfth overall and was named

the NCAC Female Athlete of the

Week.
Wells is pleased with the performance of both teams, but he
thinks some improvements are
necessary.
“Our top two or three runners
on both teams have been very
consistent, but our fourth and
fifth runners need to close the
gap for us to be successful at a
higher level,” Wells said.
After a week off, the Lumberoe a to UC Davis for
championships
on
Oct. 30.
"
Then it will be on to the
NCAA Division II West
Regionals at Pomona on Nov. 6.

MeKinleyville
e and proceeds go
to benefit the Humboldt State
The entry fee is $50 which

includes
an awards dinner and
—
at M
n’s Beach
louse. Sign upby calling Julian
Erickson at
442-4744.

Spikers lose again
The women’s
team
is on the road aieaivan as
they face UC Davisand
Cal State
Stanislaus.
Last week, the Jacks lost to

eer
ing their conference record to 24

UC Davisis
ranked seventh in

the Division
II national poll and:
they lead the conference with a
5-0 record. The ‘Jacks
will favor

better against sixth-place Cal

State Stanislaus who they beat
earlier in the season.

Dancer
S549.

Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m.

Crossfire

Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.

Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m.

1993 Intramural Intertube Waterpolo Tournament:

Sat & Sun, Nov. 6 & 7. Cost: Students $20 per

team: Community members $30 per team.
Deadline is Nov. 4, 5:00pm. For more info contact
—
Lee or Kim Edmonds in the intramural
ice.
;
1993 Redwood
uetball Tournament: Nov. 6 &
7. Divisions: Men’s
B, C, Novice and Doubles.
Women’s B,C, Novice & Doubles. Cost: students

Check
ia anne

$5; Comm members $10. Intramural racquetball
players are free. Deadline is Nov. 4, 5:00pm. For

more info contact Chris Olofson in the Intramural
Office.

1993 Intramural Volleyball Fall Doubles Classic:
Oct 23 & 24. Brackets: Men’s, Women’s, Jr’s &

See

Reverse Coed. $20 per team; $14 Jr. For more info

contact Ed Flitcraft (826-6011) in the Intramural
Office.

Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!!

_Non-Students - $1.00. Located at the HSU
Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.
7-8pm; Sat. 1lam-Noon; Sun 6-7pm

408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 * 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673
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Laura Champ, an outside hitter, leads
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Akiller is on the loose at HSU.

Chico State defeaned Hayward Staac 28-21
UC Davis defeated Sonoma State 31-21
HOU at Weste

Wednesday, Oct. 20, 1993

New Mexico, 7 p.m.

“On the court she has fire in-

teammate Julie

- “If you get into the flow, ev-
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HSU was
by UC Davie twice 1-0, 2-0
Hayward State defeated UC Santa Cruz 3-0, lost
to Notre Dame 4-1
Sonoma State defeated Chico State 2-0, defeated Stanislaus 3-0
San Francisco State lost to UC Davis 1-0, lost to Chico State 4-0
College of Notre Dame lost to Stanislaus 1-0, defeated Hayward 4-1
Today's game:

Chico State hosts CSU Sacramento
Saturday's
;
HSU hosts
1 p.m.

iy

|
UC Davis
Chico State
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come,” i
“She takes the
good with the bad and and continues to be consistent.”
Champ’s consistency hasbeen

a foundation for the rest of the

§©.100

ue

i

Cn $0; esto Sonoma

Stawe-0Ci

UC Davis beat Chico State 3-0, lost to Sacrarnento State 3-0, lost to Grand Canyon 3-2
Sonoma State defeated S.F. State 3-2, lost to Grand Canyon 3-2
Today's game:

Chico State hosts Sacramento
State
Thursda

SF

Hau

8 games:

Stabs Neate Sianieleue

ate

Mane

ig

a

win-losses do justice to the
team,” Champ said.

Coach Sharon King said
Champ isan easy-going person.
“She takes the:
as they

Conference
w
it
Pet
§
0
1.000
§
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HOU oat e Chine
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“I don’t feel the numbers of

ters.

Sunday's

6

tomline.

game played is what really
mat-

_ HIBU hooks Stanisteus, 11 a.m.

0

“you talk yo
through
a
game. ‘OK, this is going to be a
pass.’ You don’t think
‘what's going to ha
next.”
eo
said she doesn’t
believe
t winning
is the bot-

She said that how the player
feels about the quality of the

UC Davis hosts College of Notre Dame

Hayward State

works,” Champ said.
I think about it, (playing
well) it works the other way.”
But rather than hesitate
t
the execution een she said

team to build on. She can play
any position and still perform.
Murphy said the ‘Jacks can always count onasuccessful serve,
dig or even a pass by Champ.
“In Hayward Igotsick and we:
ran out of subs for our rotation,”
Murphy said. “One of the freshman was stuck spot to play
middle, Laura stepped into the

TANJA ELLIOT / LUMBERJACK
STAFF

Champ, a business

administration junior, seid success in

volleyball has more to do with mental preparedness than
— agility.Champ
leads the team with 169 kills.
middle

and

the freshman

moved outside.
Shejust played
it.”
“In the game against San
Francisco State, she (Champ)
put her mind to it,* Murphy’
said, “The more she killed, the

- moseour
team came together.”
“I’ve benefited from watch-

ing her hit, she’s taught mea lot

about hitting and playing the
overall game,” Murphy said.

Younger players
like Murph
will benefit from Champ’s a
the-court leadership next sea-

“rT
ll be pla ing next
less I get hit by a bus,”

unsaid
Champ, a three-year team veteran who has played volleyball:

since she was in elementary

school.
Volleyball isa “bug that gets

you,” Champ said.

ona

hoes UC Dave

HSU at

's games:

Chico State hosts Sonoma State

Hayward
hosts Mills College.

10% DISCOUNT
on purchases of accessories or repairs

“<.it was consistently the highest-rated.”
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© Continued from page 27
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said she wants to
Walker

compete in the E

circuit next
money aa

loves to run in

“If I earn money it’s a bo-

Trea county.

ence to

ee

there to get the

aaa

——

a

While in Europe she hopes

qualify

als.

gus ea,

ami

Humboldt TreckChebva and

Bx

© get

alker

ve.

nus. I’m basically going over

to help support the

a

athletes.

;

'™ the one who is always

them, telling ; them
track _ Yellingat
thin:

Walker said

her

aren sheactsas the
team
sometimes.
“It’s part of my character.

“I would really

like to run

Sie tha cameatvaitty and sexy in

Humboldt.” Walker said.

ehaveso many

ie

“We did adunes workout

the
this year), It wasthese
(earlier

mostamazing thing,

people running eet _
t jamming up

these

hil s.

except

for

Where else could you have
done

that

“E
a.

me was Cov
en we all ran out to

Humboldt,” ieee

and everyone just
the ocean

jumped in the ocean as the

ema cewsent Tae whanang
There was hint of sentimen-

_tt

about.”
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Exley: HSU soccer sunny side up
© Continued from page 27
cer at

said the quality of sochas improved dra-

matically
since hisdaysof play-

ing in the early ‘70s.
(Certainly the caliber of soccer we play ismuch higher than
it has been in the past. In
general that’s true with all col
soccer, but I think we’ve eas

steps

beyond them (other pro-

rae ) in general,” Exley said.

“I think the overall quality of
the program hasgone
up. I can’t
say I'm totally satisfied with
where we are though. I'd like
us to be a bit more successful,”
he said.
To Exley, a successful season
doesn’t necessarily
mean a
winning season.

“I think a successful season
is where you produce good soccer; where you play good soc-

cerand get some enjo

tout

that is em

in much of

the world, including

Latin

are
su
each other and Geek Kiger.”

America.
dae English are known for

spread to histeam,and
the players like the fact that
s
the positive
ina loss and doesn’t
make
more out of a game than it
is.
. “He lets us play and he’s al-

is to get the ball behind the de-

This definition of success has

ways positive regardless of the
outcome,” Freshman goalJason Irion said. “He’s

fair with the players.”
This years’ batch of players
area mixture of seasoned veterans and some fresh faces.
Phil Rouse, the team captain,
said Exley excels at attracting
new players and keeping old
players on the team with his
personable attitude.
“I think everybody on the
team could go to Alan with any
problem or any
question. He’s
very approachable. He's just as
much a friend as he is a coach,”
Rouse said.
“It draws a certain type of
player into our program just because he’s friendly.”
“This year we have better
players and Alan is able to explain better thestructureof how
we want to play,” Rouse said.
Since Exley is from England,
he coaches an English style of
soccer. Exley tells his players to
push the ball forward with long
passes up the field instead of the
short side to side control game

ong

bal . The English game

fense early and as often as possible.”

Our attack
in the final third of

the field is very much an
a
; attacking behind

d

and trying to

English
the

that

between
the fullbacks and

keeper so we can exploit
it,” Bricy said.
“We try to let the ball move
through the midfield alotquicker
and try to
d less time touching the
ball,” Rouse said. “It’s
definitely an English style. He
brings the style to our team.”
Hopefully Exley will keep
bringing his English approach,
as well as a winning season, to
HSU’s soccer field.
Since Exley has arrived he has
posted the best winning percentage of any HSU soccer coach and
isthe
only coach to post consecutive conference winning records.
He has had a winning season
seven out of the eight seasons he

has been here. |
“I'm happy here. I think the
climate — ev
ng — is so
conducive to soccer that I feel
I’m in an ideal location.”
Wehave one of the best soccer
fields in the state and the support from the university is tremendous. There couldn’t be.a
better place,” Exley said.
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EDITORIAL

Wilson caters to wealthy
or the past three years, the students of the California

State University system have continually fallen victim

_to the money-sucking policies of Gov. Wilson.
With fees possibly being increased to nearly twice what they
were in 1992, students are needing more and more state finan-

cial aid to continue their education.

Wilson seems to have neglected this reality when he chose to

veto assembly bill 2227, which would have revised the Cal

Grant student aid program by increasing the number of grants

awarded to students with financial need.
Cal Grants are divided into two typeAs,
and B.
- Under existing law, Cal Grant A awards 60 percent of the
grants to students with the highest grade-point average in the
applicant pool. Cal Grant B distributes 40 percent of the grants

according to a rating system weighted more toward financial
need.

Given the level of demand for Cal Grants, grants are now

going only to those students with an average grade point of

3.2 on a four-point scale. Most of these recipients come from

families with incomes at the higher end of the eligibility scale,
which reaches $63,000 a year.
As a result, in a state that once offered the promise
of a Cal
Grant to most good students from families with limited incomes, only one in five eligible students are now lucky
enough to receive a grant.
Demographic and economic changes in this state have in- —
creased the number of students at the bottom of the financial

“It is time Wilson realizes these changes and does something
to reflect them. Students can no longer pay more for less
without state aid.

umberjack realizes that the governor has once again
failed to make a difference and encourages the Legislature to
override Wilson's decision and vote AB 2227 into law.
The L

Letters to the editor €3
Of course, our concept remains the

Name that cafe
When

we formed

the idea for an

evening cafe, and later planned it and
made it

we looked for a name

that would convey the

we hadin

same, as well as the schedule of events.

We will soon be having more comfort-

able seating and student art, as. well as
continuing our

schedule
of live

mind. The word “Kiva” was

and we were told by many
t
people that the name wasa good idea and
was not
used i
ately
or in
a way that would o}
;

Mark Nelson

College of Natural Resources and

Sciences Representative

It turns out the information we received
was inaccurate and our use of the word

Why can’t I walk alone?

Kiva was not appropriate for many dif-

At the
g of every
women’s
self-defense class,
I always ask, “Why do

ferent reasons. Be assured that we made

serious efforts to avoid this problem but,
nevertheless, it has arisen.

see

Because our intention is to provide a

lace where all students can relax and
1 comfortable, we have decided to
the name of the cafe to somethi
that will not offend.

The problem we are facing is the lackof
asui

name for a

cement. Thisis

p. Please send

Students offices, located in the South
Sa
call
dees?

you want to take self-defense?”

The most
tanswer
is, “I want to
beable to walkon the beach, in the woods,
etc., alone.” Asa teacher
of these classes,
I then pause and
directions in
order to discuss the realities of living ina

that is violent and more protec-

tive of the rights
and impunities
of its
offenders
that of its decent citizens.

It’sahard fact for women toaccept that

the realityof the situation
is they cannot
eer

ane

they must make the

3 protect
Aebgsas themselves by

personal

pace sae

choice

aware of

Women are told from the time they are

small children, “Don’t fight back, you

will only make him angry.”
This promotes the message that women

monet commer
What is
ignition

themselves.
of teaching hal

of a societyto be submissive,
and at the

same time teaching the other half to be
aggressive?
Women can choose to fight

back and defend themselves.
_Self-defense starts with self esteem and
awareness. Then one learns avoidance

methodsand
Teaching women
have the right to stand
strong and be respected
and if need
be to
physically protect themselves, is the be-

See Letters,
page 32

OPINION

3.2 wesnete 0.210
Letters
© Continued
from page 31

Othe
Women
s
t
enter
offers
WanIA Ga tits 0 arte! teavares

about the remedy
but she may be
essentially right about the problem.
Don Jones

he

women seeking information
regarding
safety.
Maggy Herbelin
Eureka

Multi‘KKK’ulturalism
The

Arcata

Lumberjack

printed
a
multiculturalism commen tary by Pastor
Ford
in its Oct. 13 issue. Ido not
takeissue with his
us beliefs, rather
his implementation of them.

Mr. Ford asserts
that a cultural relativ-

ist accepts that “all cultures are equally
valid in terms of their beliefs, lifestyles,
customs, values, and morals” because
they have no way of gauging “that one is
any better in any way than any other.” .
Asa self-proclaimed multiculturalist,
he goes on to say, “(I can) evaluate them
in terms of moral and spiritval values
with the basis of my evaluations being
the life and teachings of Christ and the
gg
e dangerous element in this line of
thinking is the repercussions that such

Kassakhian’s Canadian friend
was right too
anational health care

system but
couldn’t find the right words
©
ae it. How about this, Harry —

ized medicine is bad because:

e It will give us the efficiency and
speed of the post office.
e Our government bureaucracy is already too large to manage even one hosital — New York State
tals ran
osses of $800 million. New York private
hospitals ran profits of $500 million.
e If the Canadian system is so good,
why dotheir doctors comedown here for
health care?
¢ Only private competition can bring

the price of health care down. Perhaps

the reason our health care system is so
“bad” is because government already
owns approximately 63 percent of it —
thus it is actually government intervention that is driving our health care prices
up.
‘. National health care flies in the face
“evaluations” have. Whatis the outcome . of our constitutional principle of limited
of such judgements? These so-called
government.
“evaluations” are one step away from
¢ Health care represents 14 percent of
action that attempts to rectify i has
the GNP. We can’t relinquish that much
been judged to be “wrong.”
of the people’s power to the government
Today there are KKK members that
— Thomas Jefferson called this tyranny.
call themselves Christians. Maybe they’re
Phil Wharton
just multiculturalists actively “evaluatsenior, marketing
ing” ethnic groups.
grou
Virtually all
culturesand ethnic groups

have faanll persecution at some point in
history in the name of self-righteous
“evaluations.”

I, for one, have no taste for ethnocen-

trism.

:
Andrew Jones

junior, journalism

Offended by ‘graffiti’

a

eR RIOION LIEF

te
Pe we

\

What a display of public disrespect
I
saw Monday, Oct. 11. The last I treard,
writing on public property was considered graffiti.
This is my campus, too, and my fees
are used to keep it clean not to give
somebody access to vent their personal
problems.
Is this the way to promote understanding, by being inconsiderate? No cause is
worth indecency.
Laura Brook
junior, biology

Tired
of woman-bashing
A young cashier at Murphy’s
eae
ae
metosign
his petition proposingto
female
nudity in Arcata.” He flashes me that
smirk which men

when daring to defy women while there
are no women around.
At lunch, an HSU professor tells me
that when his female students share “intimate confidences” with him, he always
tellsthem “why don’t you treat yourman
right for a change.”

\
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The theme song of the HSU noon show

today says,
little baby
girls ny
rot rites
f
er and I’m drunk every
night; Siu
boys I’m
but right.”
Am
I just having a bad ear day? Or are
these little flecks of foam on the curling
crest of rabid anti-woman backlash?
Catherine MacKinnon? is certainly

Slide show misleading
The Sept. 29 Li
was again on
the politically correct road for bashing
off the timber industry
in two articles

that targeted the Pacific Lumber Com-

PeThe articles featured the wacko environmental group Earth First! and Earth
First!’s Doug Thron. Earth First! was not
truthfully represented.
Their no compromise in defense of
their idea of M
Nature means they
don’t believe in the system of government, business or laws of property or
conduct. They tree spike, cut electrical
lines, sabotage private property and block
interstate traffic.
Many Earth Firsters! have jail records
from private property destruction and
Tes

8:

tien

sh iatier leona

eats

no concern of science or economics,
but

live under wooden roofs, writeon paper
from. trees, and wipe with toilet paper.
The Doug Thron article doesn’t tell
that the slide showis nota true representation of the Pacific Lumber Company’s
timberland management.
I saw the show and it has shots of
Simpson Timber Compony:s second
growth

~ The majority of the wildlife found in
the headwater is also found in second
growth forests on the North Coast. Foresters
for the company are
for
wood and wildlife.
Doug Thronand
First! have not seen the management of
cpp
fig ie dey, cs
cannot have an unbiased
view.Doug lies to everyone every time
he shows these slides.
Barry Dobosh
forester, Arcata

Unfair portrayal
Ihave just had an opportunity
to read

Compliments
on your article on the

fate of our local fisheries.

Department
in what I consider an unfair
light.

I would have
ted a little
more emotion, as the situation is at a
truly critical pass, with one of the rivers the story mentioned being down
to only 500 fish.
The local ee
wast ba ie
for responsibility, not
use
Cue the only culprit, but because
they must be made to view the resource as more important than their
own wallets.
Like loggers, fishermen have acted
likeminers, extracting without
replenishment, and must now be
ie to

saceeiiivapaaseutttardie
procedures whereappropriate.

I point outa factor your article
overlooked,
and thatis the guide boats and

we

Tyranny
and health care

Keep fish around

Sept. 22 article concerning internal
investigations of misconduct claims
—
of the Sherli?'s Depart
eae,

Iam incorrectly

as saying the d
thas “complete
lack of discipline within the ranks.” In
fact, your
asked me whether
misconduct by officers was prevalent
and I responded that such incidents were
clearly an exception,
not a
Ithen stated that,in m
there
exists a complete lack of
fide discilinary procedures within the Sheriff's

t to deal with such ex
tions. Your article portrays the

“a =

s

that the department has

However that
is a far cry from the blanket mischaracterization of department
employees as “undisciplined,”
as it apor in the article.
majority of deputies appear to me
rca rm onan hy e coping with a
rather thankless task.
Law enforcement
agencies such as the Arcata Poice Department haveretained anexcellentreputation in the community through their
willingness to deal ~ oe gage fairly with
complaints from ci
I should hope the Sheriff’s Department would take note and follow suit.

Mark Harris

attorney at law, Arcata

cease and desist until the fish rebuild.

drift boats, who, in concert with motel

owners and tackle shop owners, work
to ferret out the last
fish
from their remote hiding
places in the
river for the edification of tourists.
Truly, as a human form of river
sucker, these boats mustbe outlawed.
~ Please keep going with a unfolding story as we are presently
at crunch
chr for eile: Seba aman See: Oeb

Northwest, the once mighty salmon.

It will require
¢ awareness to
subvert the unh
unholy trilogy of water
diverters, comenalasis clearcutters
and money-hungry fishermen and
keep this fish in our lives.

The Lumberjack stands by its story.

California legislators

Joshua Kinch

Eureka
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I DON'T CARE IF You ‘RE

OC"
ry

sie’

,

oN
y

Raga

omk THO

boobs too,: they justdon't grow, :

“

“Sane

or mone ) Eien

Lou

en

believe it was then that they be-

oe

at. Or was it at o teilation of
Fis tavediparet Guanen Picea?

‘Wakendbapennd eck is

: on’t know.
All I know is that it wouldn’t
bother metoseea
woman ’s bare
chest — and
I’ve seen
te
reno big deal.
Gi an Nene eee this

does is label the body, specificallya woman’sbutnotaman’s,
as improper, ugly, immoral or
whatever. vee prudish if
you ask me.

up with the idea that women
cover their chestsandit'sOKfor

denly ev
y knows it’s OK
to walk around topless. I believe

men not to.

that most women will still cover

Our societal values are not
going tochangeovernightifsud-

Ithink Lou Blaser should take
urthermore, an ordinance

like this is a step in the
wrong direction for gen-

Assault

on multicul

gsThe Senew arate
president used minh:

t

Clearly
the
pilgrims
would
havenevet
tolerated their pouth drinking ae

e
are on
i
terms, and there was no daze at

int
stum|
the chords of live folk-rock.

ainnaC

urali

A

ofiteither. It'susuallywhenthe

Graham is a natural resources

S

ms

2

teeters

;
is Varo

4
of its

own attitude to-

ing in a radical and utter way. _get locked up for downing a martini.

was more

a

signed

it was a blowto multiculturalism.

arcotics

accused of

ig a plead “Free
on, alae”

the helmet law.

life-styles
that manifest a group of
From Del Norte to Kern

Act

,

an American subculture of “buzzards” thrives wherever a keg flows
or Led Zeppelin isheard.
—

On Lumberjack Days they

remained at home, nostalgically

to protect
the

public.
But in reality, the war on
marijuana was a war on a culture.

Chicago,” over
and over

is that the

of America that hit

ee

drama, dance,

th Rock,

bagi

Christmas

| _ religious decorations as Satanic.

The Lumberjack

commen
campus issues to attend

the town

in the

ing
machete
Hams
on Monday between
3:30
and 5 p.m.

Members
of the

:

be e

:

ae

administration

including President

hygieneanedsenciiy
ene
- the co:“3 of
ating those actions, which

not
wilt
»
speak and answer

ous” make
us human.

This forum will provide
ameie
ae

though labeled “sinful” or “danger-

prohibition or

tion of a

Death of an era

students’ questions.

Y;

Pp

considermoving to New

substance is ad
eens:
Jersey.
The war on ganja has led
Middle Eastern
alcohol = many former wanderers
of the
but tolerance of hashish are difficult to cosmic mind to become obsessed

grasp for “chemophobes.”

America teeters and is unsure of its

}

Tows
Meotitng
on campus affairs

mgcterocekate
"” opremscnammiccamtc:
| | Each
yotanymember
utratons
te others.
the product of an era whenthe
of the
Substances
are media which convey

clinging bottlesof malt liquor and = own attitude toward alcohol, sexand
playing ZZ Top’s “Jesus Just Left
other conflicts with its latent ten

But the

Sheet

iaten

puritanism.

of marijyana as a

The
law was

its

4

dan : Sinaeth asa official drugof-choleeffor Mexican border outlaws.

Culture doesn’t mean exoticism,
it’s
simply the traditions, taboos and

—
Subculture turned

Wwitn

banning marijuana, supportive

don’t mean the narrow definitionof _ legislators
Fells
Hell’ A
dom of

bite the

Cotnciclantally, whee Rosanyel
merle

interpretation senior.

staff
and
faculty
with
questionsome

to
ce, was nowwesc
alco
en
. nes
In the
.
Niel
ineietigones
sinkiestionsighon
Ware
SICNOL,
Bex
a “sober event.”
The world is
1920s
a person could smokeajointbut
and other conflicts

The lack of slnehel at Lamberaek

off his shirt at the next council

encourages students,

r
o
erica

and

of

meeting. It wouldn’t bother me.

sun is out; and if somebody

enough for men should be good

Cc

enough for women.
I don’t see a whole lot of men

goingaround topless for the hell —_—

der equality. What’s good

their chests. It’s too cold not to
anyway.

Lumberjack Days
fiasco
;

Days

a aed

pei the baby bottle

going
to happen if an ordinance
is not made?
Do they think that hundreds
and hundreds of women are
now going to walk around topless?
Think about it. There is no
ordinance now and I sure
haven’tseen
any topless women
around. We don’t live in France
where toplessness is a regular
thing. We have mainly grown

|

oe

wantthis

Blaser is an idiot if he

“pani

ithe warmacca

ave pees cx Beales

; pcnee

seme

promotion

culture. pis
mannerto

nemesis
arohal

the

berate

with the impending eco-apocalypse.
The lack of alcohol at Lumberjack

—_Days isn’t as severe as CAMP’s plot
to exterminate the counterculture,

drive. but is a haunting

a

Sdainions -

“Beer, football,

reminder
of the

_ fragile nature of human events in a
world where nothing can be relied

@nasa constant.
nae

en

patriotism
(in that order.)” But there is — Kassakhian is a journaliem senior

opportunity

audience will have two

minutes to speak. If
there ia no one ik line 0
ha

speak, they may have

two additional minutes

uel
pe

Opinions need to be

voiced
if any changes
|

are to occur.
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programmable
calculator, like new with all original
docs. Excellent for exams and

homework $80. 822-8453.

MOUNTAIN BIKE, needs pedals, chain and grips. New axle
&cables, 10speeds, $500B0.
Call Pat, 826-0622.

PANASONIC ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER. Many great

ee

functions, excellent condition,

$100.

Steel 6-string acoustic

guitar, like new.

Paid $300,

asking $200. 822-3280.
ew
ee

we
ae

fix.

Leave message, 822-9246.

ew

$1000 OBO.

MOUNTAIN BIKE SUSPENSION FORK Concept FORK/

58

NOTICES
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED

AMP design. Excellent condition. Super light, only 2.7 Ibs.
Ful 2 inches of travel. $400
new, sell for $225 OBO. Call
John at 826-1990.

LYME

Dis-

FOR RENT
TWO RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATES WANTED to share
downstairs of large Eureka Victorian home. Includes private
bedroom, free laundry facilities, huge kitchen, large yard
month
+ deposit.
No
Smoking. It’s
a great place. Call
for more details. 443-6101.
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATH,
FULLY FURNISHED APT.
Hot/cold water, garbage paid.

PERSONALS
IF YOU DIDN’T GET YOUR
DEPOSIT BACK, or felt you
were not treated fairly by Moser
Realty, please call Emily before Nov. 3 at 826-1841.

RAISE
UP TO
$1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For
your fraternity, sorority &

Plus $1,000 for

yourself! And
a FREE TSHIRT
just for calling. 1800-932-0528, ext. 75.11/17

WANTED

5
PERSON NEEDED for
weekly newspaper in Arcata.
Newspaper advertising sales
exp. desired. Must be personable, well organized, aggressive andpeople oriented. Send
salary history, résumé & references to: Human Resources,
P.O. Box 930, Fortuna, CA
95540; or complete an application at 613 H St.

WOMEN IN THEIR
20°S WITH
HUMOROUS STORIES about
pubescent beauty rituals for
documentary film.
Whose
beauty did you admire and try
to emulate? Call 829-2249.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
AEROBICS for men and
women. 90-minute complete
workout w/warm-up, aerobics,
arm, leg, abdominal work and
stretching. Tone your temple.

$3 drop-in, $2.50 class for 8.
MWF, 5:30-7 p.m., Judo Hut.
Great music!
_ 1027

Laundry close, quiet tenants.

month plus security deposit.
822-6315.

others. Come to the A.S. offices for details, X4221.

LARGE, CLEAN FURNISHED

BEGIN BUILDING YOUR
OWN BUSINESS FOR UNDER $40! #1 European
skincare company offers exciting multi-level network marketing opportunity to sell excellent
quality products at great prices.
No inventory required! Training and support provided. No
experience necessary.
Call

HSU walking distance. $550/

in.centrally located

Eureka
Victorian
home.
Kitchen & bath shared. Rooms
include desk, bed and dresser.

$250/month+ deposit. All utilities included.

445-1019.

OCEAN VIEW CABIN 3 miles
from HSU on busline, $495/
mo. 839-1321 after 7 p.m.

fairs, Planning Committee plus

(707)822-0407> ‘for free infor-

mation.

THRILLS
SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback riding on beautiful Clam
Beach-individuals, groups,
parties—excellent rates, terrific
horses—also, mountain horsepacking adventures in the Trinity Alps Wilderness—any riding
level OK-839-4946, 839-4615.

CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS
YOUR EVENT OR MEETING
CAN BE announced here fora
very low price. Or how ‘bout
your organization’s “wish
list"?Goto the University Ticket
Office by 4 p.m. Fridays.

Quality Service * Affordable Prices

Free Brake Inspection
& Estimate _

ARED

‘AUTOMOTIVE

An awesome

OPPORTUNITIES

STUDENT SEATS ON HSU
COMMITTEES
still open! Affirmative Action, External Af-

ROOMS

club.

WITH

EASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 1:20

and much more! $250 & $225/

1979 SUZUKI GS1000. Needs
some work. Have all parts to

New tires.

CLASSIFIED

Are brake squeeks
stressing you?
Expires 10/29/93

8 OR 16 BIT SOUND CARD
for IBM compatable computer.
Call Patrick at 826-0622.

ERVICES
1/2 PRICE MASSAGE. Special

$10/hr. introductory offer for
students. Enjoy inthe privacy
of your home if desired.
Certified massage therapist.
Michael 826-1924.
COMPUTER
aspects.
reliable.

SERVICES

all

Affordable, flexible,
We write custom

“dBase” programs for your
special school and business
needs, without buying software.
826-2968- Sway.

12/8

HENDERSON
STREET
WORD PROCESSING, for all
yourtyping needs. Phone (707)
443-6128.
10/27
COMPUTER TUTORING FOR
THE MACINTOSH, including
word-processing,
spreadsheets,
graphics
programs. $10/hr. Call Evan

at 822-1860.

1027

». Lumberjack
Classifieds!
Place your ads
at the
University Ticket Office
by 4 p.m. Fridays.
Or mail your ad,
legibly printed,
to:
Lumberjack Newspaper,
HSU,
Arcata, CA 95521,
Attn: Classifieds.

Just $5/25 words.
Special Student Rate
$2/25 words.

LYME DISEASE
Have you been diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are you between 18-64 years
old’
Your particir-tion could aid in
our research.

Please call (707) - 826 - 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
Mr. Thomas Shaffer

RE

~~

822-377 loaner bikes available

513 J Street (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

rS ae
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f°
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a
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information is available by
- contacting Corey at 8263551.
¢CCAT Tour: Open tour of
the CCAT house at 3 p.m. .

Calendar r policy _
Items tor the Calendar must be received by 5 p.m

_ More information is available
at 826-3551.

The Lumberjack
Nelson
Hall East 6
‘| Arcata, Calif, 96621
| Phone:
(707) 626-3271
Fax: (707) 626-5921

-}

Wednesday20
Art

Thursday21

-Live Music: Locust

Theater

Zipper
at Eli’s, 514 2nd St.,

Th

d

available at 442-0278.

Photography and
Ceramics:The works of

Mainstage
Production: The

exhibited in the Karshner
Lounge. Gallery hours are

Department’s
presents “The

in Eureka. More information
is available at 441-9318.
AIDS: Featuring PUSH, 7
p.m. in the Jacoby Store-

8 a.m. to 11 p.m More

Shannon Doyle Incident,” a

house. Wear a costume
win a

information is available at

original play based on a small

prize. More information is

826-4149.
Drawings: Kristin
Harrison’s drawings will

college administration’s
response to date rape. Doors
open at 7:30 p.m. in the John

Van Duzer Theatre. Ticket are

available at 822-7191.
Sports
_
po
:

Volleyball: Lumberjacks at

Karshner Lounge. Gallery

$5 general, $2.50 student and

uc Davis, 7:30 p.m. More

More informationis

free with a theater vocher.

3631.

available at 826-4149.

Thursday night performances

Et Cetera

Sculptures and Paint-

are $1. More information is

Haunted House:

ings: Susan Shaw will

available at 826-3566.

Pretenders

be on exhibit in the

hours are 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

senior citizens are admitted

information is available 826-

exhibit a conglomeration

of her work in the Foyer

- ones : The
sn
”

ial
~~

il
—

orientation at 5 p.m. in Nelson

Et Cetera

tion is available at 822-5690.

°Peace Corps: Nursing in
Ecuador, 6 p.m. in Nelson
Hall West 232. More
information is available at
826-3342.

eG.L.B.S.A.: The Gay,

*Fourth Annual Leadership Conference: Late
applications are still being
accepted for this year’s
conference. The topic will
be “Healing a Diverse
Society: Actions of a

Collective Self.” Conference begins Saturday.
More information is
available by calling
Marianne Beck at 8263361.
:
eLightHawk: The
Environmental Air
Force Story: Steele
Wotkyns conservation
director tells the adventure
of flying ecologists with
slides of pictures from the

_. ait, in Goodwin Forum at
7:30 p.m. More information is available at 8263261.

vee

Hall East 119. More informa-

Lesbian,Bisexual Student

Alliance will hold an open
house at 7 p.m. in House 55.
More information is available
at 822-9468.

Fri

Plaza. “Polter-

‘

,

geist on the Plaza” opens

:

,

°On Tour: Pianist Daisy
Bacca will perform pieces

Western New Mexico, 7 p.m.
More information is available
at 826-3631.
Volleyball: Lumberjacks at
CSU Stanislaus, 7:30 p.m.
More information is available
at 826-3631. .
*Soccer: Lumberjacks vs.Cal
State Stanislaus on the HSU
soccer field, 1 p.m. More
information is available at
826-3631.

making at the Campus Center
for Appropriate Technology,
from noon to 3 p.m. More

from noon to 2 p.m., at the

CCAT house. Bring a lunch.
‘ More information
is available
at 826-3551.
Harvest
Fair: Fair begins at
10 a.m. with a strawberry
growing workshop, followed

at noon by apple
tasting, scarecrow making

and a jack-olantem carving
contest. Farm is
located south of Buttermilk
Lane on Old Arcata Rd. More
information
is available at
822-6709.

Music
HSU Music Department:
Student Recital in Fulkerson
Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Call for
confirmation, 822-3531.

Et Cetera
¢Fullbright Scholar: The
International Student Union
Phalachandra.
The informal
lecture will focus on India,
Founders
235 from noon to_l

Read the
Calendar to

information is available at

*CCAT Workshop: Salve

Sunday24

available
at 822-5690.

find out
WHAT'S UP

Music
Country Legend: Emmylou
Harris and the Nash
Ramblersin the Yan Duzer,
7 and 9 p.m. shows. More
information is available at

826-3928.

TUESDAY

from her “Music Around
Lake Geneva” tour. Courtesy
of the Embassy of Switzerland
, Bacca’s program include the
_ works of Liszt, Paderwsky,
Buhler
and Rousseau, in —
Fulkerson Hall, 8 p.m More

REPORT

information
is available at

826-3928.

Every Tuesday, |

*Concerts
in Old Town: The
Darius Brotman Quartet
teams up with Berklee
School
of Music trained Dave

7 p.m.
_ Tape replay
at 9 & 1 Ip.m.

| Cable Channel 12 |

Valdez,
Geoff Dougherty

and Michael
Curran for an
evening
of mainstream Jazz.
Concert begins at 8:15, 422

Ist St. More informationis

_

dressed as a threatened or

Buchanan room. Must be
over 18. More information is
available at 826-7757.

826-9162.
*Presentation: “Forest Land
and Tree Resource Utilization in Lianan County

*CCAT Workshop: A

p-m. More informationis

endangered species. Dance
begins at 8 p.m. in the Kate

6 to 8 p.m., adult shows run
from 9 to midnight. More

soccer ficid, }1 a.m. More

information ts available at
826-3631.

music from Blu Forest, Cafe
River and Chowerhead.
Admission is $3 or §2 if

with a children’s show from

House. More information is
available at 826-3551.

“Shannon Doyle Incident”:
See Thursday’s heading.

*Football: Lumberjacks at

rainforest week with a
celebration of dance and

China,” 3:p.m. at the Buck

Theater
Music

-

Sports

World Rainforest Dance:
Humboidt Rain will kick off

house
on the
;

eHSU Symphony: In
Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Call for confirmation at 8263531.
eLive Music: Cheap Evil at
Eli’s, 514 2nd St., Eureka.
More information is available
at 441-9318.

Et Cetera

presents its 7th

‘826-4149.

ie =

pe

Production

8 a.m. to 11 p.m More
information is available at

a

Music

*They must include the full address of the event, a contact person and phone number.
eltems are subject to editing for style and grammar, Cee
evaleiie space.
*Publication is not ar
a

*Soccer: Lumberjacks vs. Cal
State Stanislaus
on the HSU

Et Cetera

e“Shannon Doyjle Incident’: See Thursday’s heading.

items are subject to these guidelines:
They must be typed or neatly printed.
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6th & H « Arcata
WE’VE GOT IT
ALL NOW!

HOT POCKET
SANDWICHES
,
.

LARGE

*Everyday Lower Beer Prices
*All You Can Eat Past

3-TOPPING
,

LUNCH SPECIAL |9 -All'YouCanEat Pasta,
S$ 3.

99

White or Red Sauce

—
|
sabes Ghocee rene or
-Meatball

“BBQ Chicken

——

‘
star Pasha

-BBQ Beef

wn
Santpeionen

$9.

*Video Games

—_-Your Recipe

QO

As

*Sunday Night Karaoke

- =>

Se
it & He Arcata 822-7609 oa, 14 areata 822-7602 fH & H- Arcata 822-7602
“Always a Masserpiece”

rr

TTT

| CTT

OPEN EVERY DAY

: Ty

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 em
Fri & Sat: Noon to | am

© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
CJ

OIRECI

OC,

AKRCHIA

® CALL

622-2228

FOR

RESERVATIONS

©

